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Work with partners, sponsors, and stakeholders to identify the
grand challenges and most wicked problems facing the security
and safety environment.
C reate a diverse input and idea exchange forum to engage in
possibilities and approaches outside the traditional management
and governmental problem-solving methodologies.
E xperiment with new and emerging learning and teaching
approaches supplemented with leading-edge and
state-of-the-art technologies.
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unless otherwise stated.
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Defense and Security.

E mbrace creative disruption, sense-making, and complexity as a
guidepost for looking forward in program evolution and delivery.
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CENTER FOR HOMELAND
DEFENSE AND SECURITY MISSION

“We believe collaboration across
agencies is the key to success and
will enable us to prepare for future
threats at the local, state, tribal,
territorial, and federal levels.”
— GLEN WOODBURY

T

he Naval Postgraduate School’s (NPS) Center for Homeland Defense
and Security (CHDS) is the nation’s homeland security educator. In the
months following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the United States Congress and
Department of Justice partnered with NPS to establish a national institution to:

Dear Homeland Security Partners,
This Annual Report encompasses a year in which we faced unprecedented threats to our nation’s defense and
security—from devastating wildfires and a record number of Atlantic hurricanes to increasing domestic terrorism and
a global pandemic that forced us to adapt the way we live our lives and perform our jobs. The need for educational
content in the homeland security sphere has never been greater. In light of travel restrictions, shelter-in-place orders,
and concern for program participants, CHDS transitioned its academic programs, Executive Education seminars, and
short courses to online remote delivery in March. This allowed our programs to safely run uninterrupted throughout
the COVID-19 crisis while participants performed their jobs on the frontlines of the national response at the local,
state, tribal, territorial, federal, and private-sector levels.
The urgency of the COVID-19 pandemic has created a dynamic threat environment where the issues and
challenges confronting leaders are changing so rapidly that CHDS instruction evolved to reflect the current state
of affairs. Fortunately, we were able to leverage the power of the CHDS network to provide timely resources and
platforms to address the evolving situation. Even though we are not physically together, we understand that the ability
to efficiently share information is possibly more critical than ever before.
Over the past year, CHDS has provided students and alumni representing over a thousand different agencies with
interactive online forums to collaborate on smart practices and share information throughout the COVID-19 crisis.
During that time, CHDS conducted real-time briefings and policy discussions in close partnership with agencies at all
levels of government and a wide range of national organizations such as the Association of State and Territorial Health
Officials, Correctional Leaders Association, International Association of Emergency Managers, National Emergency
Management Association, National Criminal Justice Association, National Governors Association and many others.
Being at the forefront of a rapidly changing environment requires continuous education for our nation’s homeland
security leaders. The Executive Leaders Program forged ahead to deliver relevant and timely knowledge from subject
matter experts like former Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta and former Philadelphia Police Commissioner and
DC Metropolitan Police Chief Charles Ramsay. By encouraging collaboration and critical thinking, ELP participants
formed a deeper understanding of the emerging issues, public policy debates, and terrorist threats, and integrated that
knowledge to improve their respective agencies.
Our diverse community of students, alumni, and faculty have a unique perspective on the wicked problems
confronting homeland security and public health today. They also know that the most difficult challenges can often
yield the greatest solutions through collaboration, innovation, and a willingness to learn. If the COVID-19 pandemic
is the biggest public health threat we’ve faced, then it is also the ultimate opportunity from which to learn. The CHDS
community has created curricula, resources, and facilitated workshops that have improved relationships, strategies,
and policies across the nation. As the vaccine distributions increase and positivity rates decrease, we can finally see a
light at the end of the tunnel. We will get there together, and we will be successful due to your contributions. Thank
you for your continued dedication as we strive to recover from the pandemic.
Truly yours,

Glen Woodbury
Director, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
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• Lead the development of the emerging field of homeland security education;
• Educate government and business officials and build a national cadre
of homeland security leaders with advanced skills in organizational
collaboration and innovative policy and strategy development;
• Serve as a national resource to grow the country’s homeland security
knowledge base and disseminate valuable research and educational materials;
• Bring together diverse individuals and organizations in a neutral educational
forum to discuss, debate, and solve homeland security challenges.

OUR DIGITAL MEDIA
OUTLETS ARE A
NATIONAL RESOURCE

www.chds.us
CHDS is a national resource for
original curricula, research,
and graduate programs in
homeland security.
2020 USERS

129,000

CHDS IS A
NATIONAL INSTITUTION*
The Center for Homeland Defense
and Security at the Naval Postgraduate
School answered the call for action and
has become an integral component of the
nation’s homeland security framework.
The key to CHDS’ success is how its
growing portfolio of programs and
resources are developed and delivered
in an integrated model that maximizes
savings and learning. The Center has
built a vast network of relationships with
hundreds of agencies, universities, and
homeland security organizations around
the country and provides to them, at no
cost, its extensive portfolio of resources
upon which these groups now rely.
Over 99,000 users depend on CHDS
websites for research, digital library
holdings, online courses and lectures,
journal articles, and more to do their jobs
and further their knowledge of homeland
security issues. Agencies and departments
rely on CHDS programs to develop their
next generation of leaders. The Center’s
alumni occupy senior leadership positions
in local, state, tribal, territorial, and
federal government as well as executive
positions with major U.S. corporations.

Many alumni credit their CHDS
education as a significant factor in their
promotions and appointments. CHDS
launched the nation’s first homeland
security graduate program in 2003 with
a pilot class of 13 officials. The Center
now provides a master’s degree and
other graduate-level programs for more
than 300 leaders each year. Governors,
mayors, and other senior officials use the
CHDS Executive Education Program
team to conduct on-site sessions around
the country to ensure they are prepared
to prevent and respond to terrorist attacks
and natural disasters.
National associations and U.S.
Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) advisory committees and working
groups depend on CHDS for its neutral
educational status and ability to organize,
facilitate, and conduct special programs.
CHDS has a global reputation for
academic excellence and cutting-edge
innovation. n
otherwise indicated, statistics provided
* Unless

throughout this publication are 2020 calendar
year-end data.

www.chds.us/ed
CHDS provides free access
to specialized curricula,
learning materials, selfstudy courses, and other
educational resources.
2020 USERS

22,000

www.hsdl.org
The Homeland Security
Digital Library (HSDL) is the
nation’s premier repository of
resources for homeland security
professionals and researchers.
REPORT & RESOURCE
DOWNLOADS

1,136,000

www.hsaj.org

Homeland Security Affairs
(HSA) is the peer-reviewed
online journal of the Naval
Postgraduate School Center
for Homeland Defense and
Security (CHDS).
2020 USERS

129,000
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HSDL
ALUMNI
CHDS surpasses 3,000 total alumni across all programs

SCHOOL SHOOTING DATABASE

2019

2020

Homeland Security Digital Library (HSDL)
launches the COVID-19 Resource Archive

EEP PROGRAM
Executive Education Program (EEP) total participants
and online viewers for events since inception
reaches almost 40,000.

K-12 School Shooting Database presentation for the staff of
the US Senate Homeland Security and Government Affairs
Appropriations Committee in Washington, DC

EMERGENCE PROGRAM
2nd Emergence cohort added due to demand

EMERGENCE PROGRAM
Program launched for next generation of leaders to explore
emerging issues and create innovative solutions

2017

2018

EEP PROGRAMS

2016

CHDS PROGRAMS

HSx PROGRAM

Executive Education Program (EEP)
launched with PELP, REP, HSx,
and UAPI under its umbrella

Advanced Thinking in Homeland Security (HSx) launched with
a “think tank” of collaborators tackling complex problems

SME PROGRAM

2015

FEMA Subject Matter Expert (SME) program launched

2014
PACIFIC ELP PROGRAM

More than 2,000 officials have graduated
from CHDS program

CHDS PROGRAMS
More than 1,000 officials graduated
from CHDS programs

Pacific Executive Leaders Program (PELP) launched

MASTER’S PROGRAM

ALUMNI CHAPTERS

1st member of a tribal nation attends Master’s Program

Five Regional alumni chapters are established

REP PROGRAM

UAPI PROGRAM
UAPI launched first website created for HS educators

2011

2012

EMI PROGRAM

2008

2010

WATERMARK MAGAZINE
CHDS produced its 1st alumni magazine issue, Watermark

FCLP PROGRAM
Fusion Center Leaders Program (FCLP) launched

100th MET seminar conducted

HSDL
Homeland Security Digital Library (HSDL) opened access to all
government, military, academic, and select private sector organizations

UAPI PROGRAM

2005

2006

ONLINE COURSES
1st self-paced non-credit on-line course available

ELP PROGRAM

University Agency Partnership Initiative (UAPI) launched

Executive Leaders Program (ELP) launched

HSAJ
1st issue of Homeland Security Affairs (HSA) journal published

HSDL
HSDL established as first repository for
homeland security documents

2002

2003
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MET PROGRAM
1st MET seminar conducted in New Hampshire

MASTER’S PROGRAM
1st Master’s Degree cohort began classes

CHDS ESTABLISHED
Congress & DOJ partnered with NPS to establish a
national homeland security education institution

I

1st Annual Leadership Symposium with the International
Association of Emergency Managers (IAEM)

NCR
MET PROGRAM

Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program (REP)
launched

IAEM

1st four-week EMI Program launched

National Capital Region (NCR) inaugural MA cohort

WHY THE NAVAL
POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL?

CHDS MILESTONES

CHDS academic programs
and research anticipate not
only the evolving threats
facing our nation but the
emerging opportunities to
innovate security policies
and strategies. CHDS is a
nexus for DoD, Navy, and
NPS to leverage expertise
and collaborate with DHS
and state and local partners.

Herrmann Hall | Photo by Angi English

n 2001, the concept of homeland security in the United States was new and
existed only in name. No one knew what this emerging discipline would
look like in the years to come. However, there was an immediate need for
local, state, tribal, territorial, and federal officials to become educated in issues
they had never before had to address, such as intelligence and information
sharing, terrorism and asymmetric threats, weapons of mass destruction
(WMDs), cyber-security, and critical infrastructure protection. Overnight,
these officials were asked to develop homeland security policies and strategies
that had never existed in the United States and in topical areas in which few
Americans and organizations had experience.
There was an urgency in developing resources to assist these officials with
their new roles and responsibilities. NPS has since worked for decades with
the United States and Allied nations conducting research and teaching many
emerging homeland security priority concepts. Harnessing NPS’s extensive
educational capabilities and retooling them for domestic officials was a way to
accelerate the U.S. homeland security development process.
The U.S. government needed to establish an institution to be the focal point
for activities to support the homeland security educational needs of local,
state, tribal, territorial, federal, and private sector leaders. This became the
mission of CHDS. It was apparent that Americans faced new threats, and
addressing these threats required leaders at all levels of government to:
• Work together in new partnership arrangements;
• Realign their organizations and resources;
• Develop new innovative programs, polices, and strategies to be
able to protect the nation and respond to future attacks. n
2020 ANNUAL REPORT | 5

CHDS EDUCATION
ENHANCES NATIONAL SECURITY

CHDS EDUCATION IS CONTINUOUSLY
EVALUATED AND UPDATED

National associations, DHS advisory committees, and working groups depend on CHDS for
its neutral educational status and ability to organize, facilitate, and conduct special programs.

CHDS PROVIDES
COURSE
DELIVERED

CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS
TO SOLVE PROBLEMS AND
CREATE NEW POLICIES
AND STRATEGIES

A NEUTRAL
EDUCATION FORUM

SHARING OF
RESOURCES

AN OPEN SOURCE
EDUCATION MODEL

THE CHDS MODEL INTEGRATES
AMONG ALL PROGRAMS

FACULTY
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SUBJECT MATTER
EXPERTS

COURSE MATERIALS

RESEARCH

CLASS PARTICIPANTS
GIVE FEEDBACK

At the core of the CHDS mission is the
charge to lead the national development
of homeland security education and
address new leadership challenges. CHDS
programs provide officials educational
opportunities at each stage of their
career. It developed and launched the
first homeland security master’s degree
program in January 2003. The master’s
degree program is the gold standard for
academic homeland security programs
across the United States. Each time a
course is delivered, faculty and instructors
receive feedback on how to strengthen the
relevancy of the content. As a result of the
evaluative process, the curriculum is very
dynamic and always changing to reflect
the evolution of the homeland security
world within which officials operate.
The CHDS model integrates faculty,
subject matter experts, course materials,
and research between all programs.
The common sharing between multiple
CHDS programs provides content,
case studies, and faculty insights that
would otherwise be difficult to achieve
economically and academically. The
Executive Leaders Program (ELP)
brings together the most senior local,
state, tribal, territorial, federal, and
private sector homeland security leaders
to discuss and debate current issues.
The next generation of leaders explore
emerging issues and create projects for
change in the Emergence program.

RELEVANCY OF CONTENT
STRENGTHENED

The integration model drives content
development and innovation. The faculty
share information across program lines
and leverage existing curriculum and
logistical support to create new programs
that avoid significant start-up and
delivery costs associated with stand-alone
programs developed and conducted
independently of one another.
To help address the growing demand
and need for homeland security academic
programs across the country, CHDS
created the University and Agency
Partnership Program (UAPP). UAPP
bundles CHDS resources to build a
national network of homeland security
academic programs. CHDS serves as
a clearinghouse for sharing no-cost
homeland security curriculum, course
materials, and multi-media lectures
from not only CHDS but dozens of other
UAPP partners. UAPP is a cost-effective
multiplier effect that increases by tens of
thousands the number and diversity of
people with access to homeland security
education. Through UAPP, CHDS has
assisted 410 academic institutions in
developing their own homeland security
academic programs. CHDS teach-theteacher workshops facilitate faculty
development for other schools and assist
them in jump-starting their own homeland
security course offerings by reducing
the expense and difficulty of institutions
having to “reinvent the wheel” and build
curricula and programs from inception. n

UPDATED CURRICULUM
FOR NEW COHORTS

ALUMNI OUTSTANDING
THESIS AWARD
WINNERS FOR 2020
1805/1806
ALANA TORNELLO, Human Services Coordinator,
Office of Emergency Preparedness & Response at
NYC Department of Health & Mental Hygiene, for
her thesis “The Last Responders: Approaching the
Disaster after the Disaster through CommunityBased Long-Term Recovery Groups.”
1901/1902
CHRISTOPHER ADAMCZYK, Terrorism Liaison &
Intelligence Officer, Mesa Police Department, for his
thesis “Gods versus Titans: Ideological Indicators of
Identitarian Violence.”
KATELIN WRIGHT, Senior Immigration Services
Officer, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services,
for her thesis “The Perfect Storm: EnvironmentalInduced Migration to the United States.”
1903/1904
JAIME CHEN, USCIS Immigration Services Officer,
for her thesis titled “Muted Voices: Toward an
Understanding of the U.S. Asylum Program at the
Southwest Border.”

FOR A COMPLETE LIST VISIT:
WWW.CHDS.US/C/CHDS-THESES
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CHDS ALUMNI RESPOND
TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC

A

s the nation’s homeland security
educator, many of the Center
for Homeland Defense and
Security (CHDS) alumni are on the
front lines of the battle against the
COVID-19 pandemic. Based at the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS) in Monterey,
CHDS participants represent a wide
swath of the homeland security enterprise
from local, state, tribal, territorial, and
federal agencies. So, when the novel
coronavirus became a global pandemic,
it was a major topic of discussion within
the CHDS community. In addition to
shifting all of the hybrid-delivered courses
to online synchronous and asynchronous
instruction, we established a variety
of new ways to support our alumni,
students, faculty, partners, customers,
and stakeholders in a safe environment.
By leveraging the collective knowledge
of the CHDS network, we shared data
and developed solutions to many of the
homeland security challenges presented
by COVID-19. While the center excels
at delivering real-time education for
leaders addressing the strategic and
policy challenges of the global pandemic,
CHDS also developed other remote

opportunities. Briefings, webinars, and
workshops gave practitioners dealing
with today’s response on the front-line
and leaders and planners contemplating
resilience and recovery engagement
opportunities virtually.
To further engage the network of
students and alumni, CHDS conducted
online faculty-facilitated continuing
education webinars with our alumni
who are already in the midst of the

By leveraging the collective
knowledge of the CHDS network,
we shared data and developed
solutions to many of the
homeland security challenges
presented by COVID-19.
response. This provided another avenue
to help them share practices, lessons,
ask questions, and pose potential
future challenges to each other and
selected subject matter experts from
their own ranks. Some of the more
impactful discussions centered around
self-screening guidelines, quarantine

procedures for first responders, drivethrough testing, over-burdened hospitals,
the role of the National Guard, and
public-private partnerships to increase
testing capabilities.
Throughout the pandemic, CHDS
teamed with partners in national public
safety associations to offer facilitated
online workshops similar to those
conducted for students and alumni. The
Executive Education Program (EEP)
partnered with organizations representing
multiple levels of the national response
to COVID-19, such as the National
Emergency Management Association (all
state EM Directors), the International
Association of Emergency Managers
(mostly local EM personnel), and the
Association of State and Territorial
Health Officials. The EEP worked with
experts from around the globe to provide
real-time educational opportunities,
identify emergent practices, and develop
resources to support homeland security
executives, practitioners, and educators
during the pandemic. The Lecture and
Webinar Series was developed to address
the rapidly evolving issues related to the
pandemic. Focusing on public health and

NPS-CHDS SUPPORTS THE NATIONAL

CHDS Conversation with Dr. Anthony Fauci, October 14, 2020

From left to right: JaLeesa Tate, MEMA Hazard Mitigation Officer, Kyle Overly, MEMA Director of Risk Reduction (ELP2001),
Pete Gaynor, FEMA Administrator (ELP1201), Russ Strickland, MEMA Executive Director, MaryAnn Tierney, FEMA R3 Administrator (ELP0901),
Chas Eby, MEMA Deputy Executive Director (MA1005/06).

safety, homeland security, and emergency
management communities, the Lecture
and Webinar Series covered diverse
topics ranging from “Governmental
Decision-Making During a Pandemic” to
“Examining Housing and Shelter Systems
in Disasters During COVID-19” to
“Strategic Planning for Reopening.” Many
of the past Lecture and Webinar Series
recordings are available to watch on the
CHDS website.
To bolster the effort of providing
useful coronavirus-related information
to a wider general audience, CHDS also
developed a range of comprehensive
online resources. The COVID-19
Special Collection was added to the

Homeland Security Digital Library
(HSDL) in March to collect documents
from agencies and organizations that
capture the environment, debates, and
hard realities affecting governmental
and public health policy decisions in
preparedness, response, and recovery.
HSDL is the nation’s premier collection of
documents related to homeland security
policy, strategy, and organizational
management and received over 600,000
visits per month in 2020. The special
collection is updated daily and includes
over 2,000 resources from leading public
health organizations and government
agencies, including the World Health
Organization, Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention, and the Congressional
Research Service.
Homeland Security Affairs Journal
(HSAJ) published a Special COVID-19 issue
to chronicle agency and jurisdictional
responses to COVID-19. The Special
COVID-19 issue is comprised of 11
essays that focus on how agencies or
jurisdictions changed their operations to
deal more effectively with the pandemic,
as well as how the conditions of the
pandemic constrained normal agency
operations. This further extends the reach
of CHDS to an audience of homeland
security professionals who haven’t
participated in one of our traditional
educational opportunities. n

RESPONSE TO COVID-19 TIMELINE
NOVEMBER 2-4

HSDL
MA

MARCH 20
HSDL launched
COVID-19 collection

ELP

MARCH 9
Began remote learning for three
cohorts of master’s program

EEP
MARCH 11

March 2020

APRIL 10

MARCH 25

APRIL 28

The first of 16 EEP
COVID-19 Webinars
is distributed

Center-wide
COVID-19 resources
web page launched

MARCH 13

First Weekly COVID-19

ALUMNI Resource Summary
List distributed

ALUMNI The first of seven
Alumni & Student
COVID-19 Webinars
is distributed
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HSDL

The editorial committee for
Homeland Security Affairs invited
the submission of short essays
analyzing lessons learned from
jurisdiction and agency responses
to the COVID-19 pandemic

UAPP

MAY 23

JULY 9

Georgia was
the first state
to reopen

WHO announced
COVID-19 is airborne

JUNE 30
HSDL curated over 5,000
COVID-19 resources

APRIL 7

EEP

UAPP successfully conducted a three-day
virtual conference to accommodate a
national audience of 400 essential officials
who continue the fight against COVID-19

DECEMBER

UAPP
U.S death toll
surpassed
200,000

OCTOBER 2
President Trump and
the First Lady tested
positive for coronavirus

AUGUST 17

President Trump unveils
guidelines to governors
for reopening states

UAPP conducted the first
of four COVID-19 community
conversation calls

MA

Twenty-five homeland security professionals
completed a Master of Arts degree in Security
Studies from the NPS Center for Homeland
Defense and Security (MA 1901/1902), many of
whom remain on the front lines of the national
response to the pandemic

SEPTEMBER 22

CHDS

APRIL 16

APRIL 3

MARCH 19

JULY

ALUMNI

ELP provided first
remote learning class

WHO declares
coronavirus a
pandemic

President Trump declares
a State of National
Emergency under the
National Emergencies Act
and section 1135 of the
Social Security Act

First “Critical Reflections” question
posted to Alumni Network Forum
to encourage candid dialogue on
COVID-19 and other topics

UAPP

SEPTEMBER

JUNE

COVID-19 now the third-leading
cause of death in the U.S.

HSDL

MAY
EEP delivered “Governmental Decision-Making
During A Pandemic”, a webinar focused on the
authority held at the local, state, and federal
level for reopening decisions and the impact
these decisions will have on first responders
and the people they serve

NOVEMBER 4

ELP

AUGUST 6
Executive Leaders Program conducted “Distance
Learning for COVID-19: What Leaders Need
to Know Now” with Dr. Crystal Watson, Senior
Scholar and Associate Professor at the Center for
Health Security and Department of Environmental
Health and Engineering based at Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health

U.S. reported 100,000 new
COVID-19 cases in a single
day for the first time

EEP

HSAJ published the December 2020
Special COVID issue of Homeland
Security Affairs featuring 11 essays that
chronicle agency and jurisdictional
responses to the COVID-19 pandemic
and the lessons learned thus far. The
special issue accumulated more than
8,000 page views

Dec 2020
DECEMBER 11
The U.S. FDA authorized
a COVID-19 vaccine developed
by Pfizer Inc and its German
partner BioNTech

OCTOBER 14
Executive Education Program hosted an
exclusive webinar with Dr. Anthony Fauci,
Director of the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID). The event titled,
“CHDS Conversations with Dr. Anthony Fauci”
garnered over 450 live participants
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CHDS MULTIPLIER EFFECT

RESOURCES

HOMELAND
SECURITY DIGITAL
LIBRARY | HSDL

RESOURCES

PROGRAMS
ELP

MA

REP

EMERGENCE

PELP

EEP

SELF-STUDY
COURSES | CHDS/Ed

HSx

CHDS IS BUILDING THE NATION’S
CADRE OF HOMELAND SECURITY LEADERS
CHDS programs develop critical
thinking, analytical, and problem-solving
skills that prepare graduates to overcome
obstacles and create new policies and
strategies to protect the nation. CHDS
alumni occupy senior leadership positions
at all levels of government and in the
private sector.
As a result of their research and theses,
alumni are recognized as subject matter
experts and asked to serve on national
policy working groups to provide advice
on complex homeland security issues.
The 3,355 alumni share common bonds
that facilitate their collaboration and
problem-solving across organizations
and jurisdictional lines. Alumni remain

very active in CHDS activities. They
serve as guest speakers, promote the
use of CHDS programs and resources
in their agencies, and recruit new
students. They act as an on-call think
tank to assist DHS, Congress, and others
to solve problems. Additionally, they
share information and assist each other
daily through their own secure online
forum – the Alumni Network. They
have organized into 30 regional alumni
chapters and hold an annual three-day
continuing education workshop, the
Alumni Professional Exchange (APEX),
to further their networking, awareness,
and understanding of current homeland
security topics.

ALUMNI AND PARTICIPANTS
BY PROGRAM
MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAM

ELP

EXECUTIVE LEADERS PROGRAM

TOTAL ALUM 1,275

TOTAL ALUM 794

EMERGENCE EMERGENCE PROGRAM
TOTAL ALUM 128

PELP

PACIFIC EXECUTIVE
LEADERS PROGRAM
TOTAL ALUM 372

REP

RADIOLOGICAL
EMERGENCY PROGRAM
TOTAL PARTICIPANTS 434

EEP

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
SEMINARS
TOTAL EVENT PARTICIPANTS 39,448

DELIVERABLES
HOMELAND
SECURITY AFFAIRS
JOURNAL | HSA

MA

UNIVERSITY
AGENCY
PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM | UAPP

CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS
HOMELAND SECURITY RESEARCH
INNOVATIVE POLICIES AND STRATEGIES
INCREASED PREPAREDNESS
INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION

CHDS NOTABLE ALUMNI

ALUMNI TAKE THE KNOWLEDGE OUT OF THE CLASSROOM
AND INTO THE REAL WORLD.

ALUMNI

NATIONAL NETWORK

LOCAL

STATE

TERRITORIAL

TRIBAL

FEDERAL

PRIVATE

Nitin Natarajan, Deputy Director,
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency (CISA)

Tim Manning, Supply Coordinator
for the White House COVID-19
Response Team

Deanne Criswell, Nominee,
FEMA Administrator

UNIVERSITY

AGENCIES AND UNIVERSITIES ACROSS THE COUNTRY USE CHDS RESOURCES
TO DEVELOP THEIR OWN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.
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Cathy L. Lanier,
Senior Vice President of Security,
National Football League

Rear Admiral Meredith L. Austin,
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Incident Command and Control
within the Office of the Assistant
Secretary Preparedness and
Response (ASPR)

Judd Freed, President, International
Association of Emergency Managers
(IAEM)

Dr. Carol Cunningham,
State Medical Director - Ohio
Department of Public Safety,
Division of EMS

John Sudnik, Chief of Department,
New York City Fire Department

Cynthia Renaud, President,
International Association
of Chiefs of Police
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REGIONAL ALUMNI CHAPTERS

CENTER FOR HOMELAND
DEFENSE AND SECURITY

CHDS education programs promote collaboration, communication, and information sharing among
leaders both during and after their CHDS programs. In order to keep in touch and create a national
network of homeland security professionals, 30 regional chapters have been established by alumni
throughout North America and United States territories.
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COLORADO
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MA | MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAM
• This accredited 18-month program brings together officials from
across the U.S. and all levels of government to critically think about
homeland security (HS) issues and research solutions.
• Through rigorous inquiry participants develop skills necessary to
create innovative policies and strategies to protect the U.S. from a
wide range of threats and public safety risks.
• Participants are in-residence two weeks per quarter; remainder of
coursework is completed via network-based learning.
• Approximately 160 students from diverse disciplines are enrolled in
concurrent cohorts – law enforcement, fire, emergency management,
public health, military, etc. In-residence classes are held in Monterey,
California, and in the National Capital Region (currently at the Bolger
Conference Center).
• Participants complete a thesis on actual policy issues confronting
their city, state, or sponsoring organization; theses are implemented
by agencies around the nation to solve HS challenges.
SINCE INCEPTION JANUARY 2003
GRADUATED COHORTS 46 • ALUMNI 1,275

EDUCATION FOR EACH STAGE OF YOUR CAREER

WESTERN

21 ALABAMA

TULSA

• Four one-week seminars over 12 months for senior-level public
and private sector officials.
• Two cohorts are conducted each year with over 60 participants
graduating annually.
• An educational forum for senior-level homeland security/public
safety leaders designed to enhance decision-making and foster
collaboration to strengthen the security of the U.S.

CHDS

13 KANSAS AND
MISSOURI

HUNTSVILLE

ELP | EXECUTIVE LEADERS PROGRAM

The Center for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS) was
established in 2002 by the U.S. government to build a national cadre
of homeland security leaders with advanced skills in organizational
collaboration and innovative policy and strategy development.
This one-of-a-kind educational forum brings together local, state,
tribal, territorial, federal, and private sector leaders to learn,
debate, and solve homeland security challenges while bridging gaps
in interagency and intergovernmental cooperation. In addition
to its academic programs, CHDS provides homeland security
professionals with research, digital library holdings, online courses,
educational materials, networking, and resources to do their jobs
and further their knowledge.

SOUTHERN

DAYTON

ALBUQUERQUE

ABOUT CHDS

EMERGENCE
PROGRAM

MASTER’S
DEGREE
PROGRAM

EXECUTIVE
LEADERS
PROGRAM

NEW ENGLAND

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR ALUMNI NETWORK
WWW.CHDS.US/ALUMNI

www.chds.us

@npsCHDS

npsCHDS

EMERGENCE PROGRAM
• Six-month program with two one-week in-residence and networkbased learning that brings together the variety of professional
backgrounds and geographic areas that comprise HS.
• Program enhances the next generation of HS leaders’ critical and
design thinking, understanding of the HS discipline, emerging
trends, and their commitment to an HS career.
• A significant part of Emergence is an innovation lab to research
and develop ideas for change that participants brief to their agency
leadership and implement to solve organizational challenges.
SINCE INCEPTION MARCH 2017
GRADUATED COHORTS 4 • ALUMNI 128

EEP | EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
• The Executive Education Program (EEP) provides a wide range of
tailored homeland security educational opportunities designed to
help strengthen U.S. capability to prevent, deter, prepare for, respond
to, and recover from terrorist attacks, natural disasters, and public
safety threats and to build the intergovernmental, interagency, and
civil-military cooperation that homeland security requires.
• The academic program offerings are conducted around the country by
CHDS mobile education teams comprised of nationally-recognized
experts from a variety of fields related to homeland security.
• The CHDS teams work with requesting government agencies and
associations to customize educational content and structure to meet
participant needs and objectives.
• The curriculum may cover a wide range of homeland security issues
important to leaders and decision-makers or be designed to explore
a single challenge in-depth.
• Sessions are flexible and may range from a couple of hours to several
days in duration and can be delivered in the form of a seminar,
symposium, workshop, presentation, or short course at local venues.
EEP EVENTS SINCE INCEPTION 2003
EXECUTIVE EDUCATION EVENTS CONDUCTED 539
EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS 39,448

STAY CONNECTED WITH CHDS

MID-ATLANTIC

NATIONAL CAPITAL

SINCE INCEPTION AUGUST 2006
GRADUATED COHORTS 26 • ALUMNI 794

npsCHDS
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REP | RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
SEMINARS
• The CHDS Executive Education Program (EEP) also conducts
topical Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP) Executive
Education Seminars to enhance preparedness of local and state
communities and federal agencies to respond to and manage
the consequences of a radiological release from a fixed nuclear
power plant.
• These seminars challenge local leaders to think about the complexity
of a major radiological incident and the public’s response in the
post-Fukushima environment.
•The challenges of public warning, evacuation, decontamination,
environmental impact, and crisis communications are central themes
to each seminar.
REP EVENTS SINCE INCEPTION AUGUST 2012
SEMINARS 10 • PARTICIPANTS 434

PELP | PACIFIC EXECUTIVE LEADERS PROGRAM
• Graduate-level education curriculum to address specific challenges
facing officials in the Pacific Region.
• Five-day intensive program for mid/senior-level homeland security
professionals.
• Cultivates the background and critical thinking skills needed to
address emerging regional security issues, terrorist threats, and
public policy debates.
SINCE INCEPTION AUGUST 2011
GRADUATED COHORTS 17 • ALUMNI 372

REP | RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
PROGRAM
• Five-day, invitation-only program designed to support the renewal
and advancement of activities associated with off-site nuclear power
plant preparedness.
•Allows private, local, state, and federal partners to explore the
complex and unique challenges associated with preparing for,
responding to, and recovering from a major incident from a
commercial nuclear power plant.
SINCE INCEPTION AUGUST 2012
GRADUATED COHORTS 12 • ALUMNI 282

HSx | ADVANCED THINKING IN
HOMELAND SECURITY
• Support the acceleration of participants to be extraordinary leaders
of change in a vast, highly complex, ambiguous, interconnected, and
constantly evolving field of homeland defense and security.
• Advance the homeland defense and security body of knowledge
to identify and address current and emerging complex problems
through the creation of new frameworks, strategic foresight, and
cognitive abilities.
• Test and apply newly created skills through the development of
entrepreneurial initiatives that work to advance the homeland
defense and security community in large and significant ways.

MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAM

HSDL | HOMELAND SECURITY DIGITAL LIBRARY
• Nation’s premier collection of homeland security policy and strategy
related documents; supports local, state, tribal, territorial, and
federal, analysis, decision-making, and academic research.
• All documents are selected by a staff of librarians and subject
matter specialists.
• Online at www.hsdl.org
TOTAL RESOURCES 213,500
TOTAL DOWNLOADS IN 2020 1,135,880

HSA | HOMELAND SECURITY AFFAIRS JOURNAL
• Peer-reviewed academic journal published electronically with
submissions from national experts.
• Articles propose and debate strategies, policies, and organizational
arrangements to strengthen homeland security.
• The journal is cataloged by more than 1,608 libraries worldwide
and is indexed by EBSCO and ProQuest.
• Online at www.hsaj.org
PUBLISHED VOLUMES 16
TOTAL RESEARCH ARTICLES SINCE INCEPTION 133

UAPP | UNIVERSITY AGENCY PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
• CHDS offers its curriculum, learning technologies, and educational
resources to institutional and individual partners, who also share
their curriculum and specialized expertise with CHDS and other
UAPP partners.
• “Multiplier effect” increases the number and diversity of students
with access to homeland security education nationally.
• Organizes the annual Homeland Defense and Security Education
Summit which attracts more than 90 academic institutions
and agencies.
• Collaborates with FEMA and DHS advisory groups on homeland
security curriculum development and higher education initiatives.
SINCE INCEPTION SEPTEMBER 2005
AGENCY AND UNIVERSITY PARTNERS 415
SPONSORED CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, AND SUMMITS 13

CHDS/ED | LEARNING MATERIALS FROM CHDS
SELF–STUDY COURSES, LECTURES, PODCASTS, THESES, AND MORE

• CHDS provides free access to specialized curriculum, learning
materials, self-study courses, Homeland Security Digital Library
holdings, and other educational resources. Open to public and private
sector partners, the goal is to make available courses, content, and
original research to help agencies and practitioners solve problems
and carry out their missions, and for academics to further homeland
security education. The educational materials on chds.us/ed also
include multimedia elements such as interviews, podcasts, mediaenhanced lectures, and Viewpoints in Homeland Security interviews
with subject matter experts.
• Online at www.chds.us/ed

SINCE INCEPTION 2018 NOT CURRENTLY BEING OFFERED
ALUMNI 17

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s National
Preparedness Directorate, FEMA, and the Naval Postgraduate
School Center for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS)
are collaborating to provide graduate education programs
for homeland security. Since 2003, CHDS has built a cadre of
graduate education programs and resources used by universities
and agencies across the country. The Master of Arts (MA)
degree program is offered at no cost to eligible local, state, tribal,
territorial, and federal officials. To accommodate participants’ time
constraints, students are in residence just two weeks every quarter
during the 18-month program. Students complete the remainder
of their coursework via network-based learning. The degree is fully
accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges
(WASC) and is awarded by the Naval Postgraduate School.

The degree program requires 18 months of continuous enrollment,
coursework, and a thesis. It involves a significant commitment
on the part of the participants and their agencies. The courses are
organized into quarters rather than semesters. Each quarter requires
two weeks in residence at the NPS campus, located in Monterey,
California, or in the National Capital Region (at the Bolger Center
outside of Washington, DC). The remainder of the coursework
is completed via network-based learning. Participants spend an
average of 15-20 hours per week during the network-based learning
periods of study – reading assigned materials, participating in online
discussions with faculty and other participants, preparing papers,
and projects. Participants and their agencies must be cognizant of
this commitment and should view it as an investment in enhancing
the individual’s and the jurisdiction’s homeland security capabilities.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The MA degree provides leaders with the knowledge and skills to:
• Develop policies, strategies, plans, and programs to prevent
terrorist attacks within the United States, and reduce America’s
vulnerability to the full range of other homeland security threats
and potentially catastrophic events.
•B
 uild the organizational and interagency arrangements needed to
strengthen homeland security.
•H
 elp mayors, governors, other elected officials and federal
leaders improve homeland security preparedness by developing
actionable policies and strategies.

COHORTS 2020

SINCE INCEPTION
JANUARY 2003

COHORTS

COHORTS

PARTICIPANTS

ALUMNI

The thesis is a qualitative or quantitative research project on a
significant homeland security topic. The thesis may, for example,
have a strategic planning focus, a model-development perspective,
or a threat-risk assessment concentration. The thesis should be of
significant benefit to the participant’s agency or jurisdiction.

COST
All costs associated with participation – tuition, books, and travel
– are covered by CHDS through its sponsor, the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security’s National Preparedness Directorate,
FEMA. All other federal agencies except DHS pay tuition, travel
and lodging.

MASTER’S SESSIONS

LOCATIONS

46

3

1,275

86

7

W
 EEKS OF CLASSROOM
IN-RESIDENCES

EEKS OF ONLINE
30 W
IN-RESIDENCES

MONTEREY, CA.
NATIONAL
CAPITAL REGION

APPLICATION
DEADLINES

ALUMNI BY JURISDICTION

1,275

MAY 1st
DECEMBER 1st
APPLY NOW chds.us/masters

LOCAL

448

FEDERAL

377

STATE

188

PRIVATE

216

MILITARY

43

LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE MA PROGRAM

www.chds.us/masters

Not all 1,275 alumni are reflected by the above jurisdictions.
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EXECUTIVE LEADERS PROGRAM

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

CURRICULUM

ABOUT THE PROGRAM
The Executive Leaders Program provides a unique educational
opportunity for senior-level homeland security and public safety
leaders who are at the forefront of the nation’s homeland security
mission. This non-degree, graduate-level educational program
develops leaders responsible for homeland security/public safety by
enhancing critical thinking skills in a collaborative and cross-functional
environment. Participants in this program represent a diverse group
of federal, state, local, territorial, tribal, and private sector leaders who
become better decision makers and innovative collaborators.

Each one-week seminar offers presentations on selected topics
such as international and domestic threats and hazards, cyber
and technology challenges, understanding leadership challenges,
border/immigration issues, crisis and risk communication,
and leadership frameworks, as well as the emerging homeland
security issues.

Participants learn from each other by discussing relevant issues
and complex problems while developing policies and strategies to
heighten their organization or agency’s homeland security/public
safety mission.

All of the topics discussed will be on a strategic, policy, and
organizational design level with particular attention to the
complexity of the inter-jurisdictional collaboration challenges.
The participants will consider complex issues and case studies
and work through problems that enable them to strengthen
working relationships across regions, agencies, and local-statefederal jurisdictional and private-sector lines.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

• Provide frameworks to develop innovative strategies, policies, and
organizational elements needed to strengthen the national security
of the United States.
• I mprove homeland security leaders’ capacity to identify complex
homeland security problems and respond decisively and consistently.
• Acquire a deeper understanding of current and emerging
homeland security issues, public policy debates, a multitude
of threats, and evolving best practices.
• Provide an educational forum that builds networks and strengthens
collaboration across regions, agencies, and local-state-federal
jurisdictional and private-sector lines.

COHORTS 2020/2021

SINCE INCEPTION
AUGUST 2006

COHORTS

COHORTS

2

26

PARTICIPANTS

ALUMNI

• 12-month program with four one-week in-residence sessions
at the Center for Homeland Defense and Security, Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey, California.
• Cohorts of approximately 32 senior local, state, tribal, territorial,
federal government, military, and private sector officials are
chosen from a national applicant pool and reflect the variety of
professional backgrounds and geographic areas that comprise
the homeland security/public safety community.
• The instruction is a combination of presentations and
facilitated discussions between faculty, participants, and subject
matter experts.
• Designed to accommodate the busy schedules of participating
executives and does not require the workload of traditional
graduate-level education programs.
• Instructors are experts in their field and offer unique perspectives
on how emerging trends can be leveraged and applied to the
participant’s organization.

COST
All costs associated with participation—tuition, course materials,
and travel—are covered by the Center for Homeland Defense
and Security through its sponsor, the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security’s National Preparedness Directorate, FEMA.

794

64

* Due to Covid-19, ELP 1902 graduation delayed to 2021

EXECUTIVE LEADERS
SESSIONS

ALUMNI BY JURISDICTION

794

EMERGENCE PROGRAM

APPLICATION
DEADLINES

Emergence is a unique opportunity for homeland security/public
safety professionals who are in the first half of their careers. The
program provides an educational forum and innovation lab for
participants to explore “emerging” trends in the world around us
(e.g., technological, social, and public threats). Participants will
discuss both the challenges associated with these complex trends as
well as the opportunities to rethink how we protect our communities
and the nation. In addition, program sessions will assist participants
in “emergence” strategies for implementing innovative ideas, being a
leader, and for a successful homeland security career.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
•E
 nhance the next generation of homeland security leaders’
understanding of the homeland security discipline and
emerging trends.
•F
 acilitate participants’ homeland security perspectives and what
they view as opportunities for change and contributions their
generation can make to the evolving discipline.
•E
 mphasize and enhance critical inquiry, analysis, and evidencebased research to understand complex problems and to develop
and implement new ideas.
•D
 evelop and explore strategies for success in a changing
work environment.
• Inspire participants to a career in homeland security/public safety.

244

FEDERAL

196

STATE

117

207

Not all 794 alumni are reflected by the above jurisdictions.

MILITARY

27

1 CLASSROOM IN-RESIDENCE
2 ONLINE IN-RESIDENCES
6 OTHER ONLINE EVENTS

PARTICIPANTS

ALUMNI

128

DUE TO DEMAND
EMERGENCE ADDED
A SECOND ANNUAL
COHORT IN 2020

60

* Due to Covid-19, Emergence 2001 and 2002
graduation has been postponed to 2021.

APPLICATION
DEADLINES

EMERGENCE SESSIONS

1 CLASSROOM IN-RESIDENCE
1 ONLINE IN-RESIDENCE
10 OTHER ONLINE EVENTS

MAY 1st
DECEMBER 1st
APPLY NOW
chds.us/emergence

www.chds.us/elp

and network-based learning prior to both in-residences. The
in-residence sessions are held at the Naval Postgraduate School
in Monterey, CA.
• Th
 e cohort of 32 participants is chosen from a national
applicant pool to reflect the variety of professional
backgrounds and geographic areas that comprise the homeland
security community.
• Th
 e network-based learning portion of Emergence includes
readings, discussion boards, research and ideation around the
change initiatives, and other activities. In-residence sessions
are a mixture of interactive and informative presentations,
discussions, and group exercises.
•A
 significant part of the Emergence Program includes an
innovation lab for participants to research and develop an
idea for change within their organizations (e.g., new policy,
approaches, program, procedure, system, use of technology,
etc.). Participants will work collaboratively during the lab.
•C
 HDS staff will be available to assist with the drafting of
individual innovation plans.
•A
 s part of the program, participants will brief their “change
initiative” to their agency leadership for consideration and
feedback following the first in-residence session and will
develop an action plan to guide its implementation.

QUALIFICATIONS
•F
 ull-time government employee of a local, state, tribal,
territorial, or federal homeland security/public safety agency or
a private sector employee with security/safety responsibilities.
• I n the first half of one’s working career (including, all nonhomeland security/public safety jobs since high school), and at
least one year (approximately) with applicant’s current agency
or organization. (Interested applicants in the second half of
their work career and/or in a significant leadership decisionmaking position should consider applying to the CHDS
Master’s Degree Program or Executive Leaders Program.)
•A
 demonstrated commitment to a career in homeland security/
public safety.
•A
 pplicants should have strong collaboration, creativity, critical
thinking and problem-solving skills, and an appreciation for
continuous education and professional growth.
•A
 pplicants should enjoy learning through interactive activities
(program includes a group walk on established outdoor trails).

COST
All costs associated with participation – tuition, books, and travel –
are covered by CHDS through its sponsor, the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security’s National Preparedness Directorate, FEMA.

ALUMNI BY JURISDICTION

128

LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE ELP PROGRAM
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4

2

JANUARY 15th
JUNE 15th
PRIVATE

COHORTS

COHORTS

APPLY NOW chds.us/elp
LOCAL

SINCE INCEPTION
2017

COHORTS 2020/2021

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
• Six-month program with two one-week in-residence sessions

LOCAL

44

FEDERAL

41

STATE

23

PRIVATE

18

MILITARY

LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE EMERGENCE PROGRAM
www.chds.us/emergence

2
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EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
CUSTOMIZED HOMELAND SECURITY EDUCATION
DELIVERED LOCALLY AND VIRTUALLY
ABOUT THE PROGRAM

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The Center for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS) Executive
Education Program provides a wide range of tailored homeland
security seminars to help strengthen U.S. capability to prevent,
deter, prepare for, respond to, and recover from terrorist attacks,
natural disasters, and public safety threats. Each event is designed
to build the intergovernmental, interagency, and public-private
sector cooperation that homeland security requires.

The unique needs of each locality and the diverse threats they face
drive the length and format of each seminar. Seminars with
senior elected officials range from subject matter expert briefings
over a few hours in a boardroom setting to half-day or fullday roundtable discussions with their full cabinets. Multi-day
workshops and symposia are also available for interagency,
multijurisdictional, or regional events and collaborations.

Since 2003, CHDS has conducted more than 500 Executive
Education Seminars with senior elected officials and homeland
security leaders around the country, including governors, mayors/
county executives of major metropolitan areas, and their senior
staff/cabinets. Executive Education Seminars are delivered by
CHDS Mobile Education Teams (METs) comprised of nationally
recognized experts from a variety of homeland security and
emergency management-related fields.

CHDS teams work with requesting government agencies and
professional associations to customize educational content to
meet participant needs and organizational objectives. Seminars
may cover a wide range of homeland security issues important to
leaders and decision-makers or be designed to explore a single
challenge in depth.

Executive education focuses on the strategic planning, policy
development, and organizational design challenges that homeland
security can pose for senior leaders. Seminars are designed
to complement the full range of diverse training and exercise
programs that currently exist for operational staff.

WITHIN THE EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
• Executive Education Seminars
• Pacific Executive Leaders Program (PELP)
• Radiological Emergency Preparedness (REP)
Executive Education Program
• University Agency Partnership Program (UAPP)

COVID-19 RESPONSE
2020 EVENTS

2020 LECTURE AND
WEBINAR SERIES

SINCE INCEPTION
JANUARY 2003

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
EVENTS CONDUCTED

LECTURES AND WEBINARS
CONDUCTED

TOTAL EXECUTIVE
EDUCATION EVENTS

64

In response to COVID-19, the
Executive Education Program team
shifted from on-site events to virtual
deliveries. The EEP is working with
experts from around the globe
to provide real-time educational
opportunities, identify emergent
practices, and develop resources
to support homeland security
executives, practitioners, and
educators during the pandemic.

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS
AND ONLINE VIEWERS

22,122

19

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS
AND ONLINE VIEWERS

18,854

539

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS
AND ONLINE VIEWERS

39,448

LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE EEP PROGRAM
www.chds.us/eep
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EEP 2020 SPOTLIGHT EVENTS

•S
 outh Dakota National Guard
Executive Education Seminar
January 15, 2020
Examined operational and communications planning considerations
for mass demonstrations and large-scale events.
•F
 EMA Incident Management Assistance Team
(IMAT) Academy
July 13-22, 2020
Provided multi-week executive education focused on strategic
leadership, critical thinking, and collaboration for FEMA team
coordinating large-scale or complex response operations.
•N
 ational Fusion Center Association (NFCA)
Education Symposium
August 10-14, 2020
Enhanced critical thinking related to homeland security and public
safety intelligence issues facing fusion center leaders/analysts.
•F
 EMA Region IX Response in a COVID-19 Environment
Facilitated Discussion - CNMI and Guam
August 24-25, 2020
Explored ongoing and future planning and preparedness actions
under COVID-19
• 1 3th Annual Homeland Defense and Security
Education Summit
November 2-4, 2020
Fostered a community of practice with academic and agency partners,
capture good practices in teaching and research, and engage with
government leaders on their educational interests and requirements.
•P
 acific Executive Leaders Program (PELP)
2003 - Alumni Pilot
November 16-19, 2020
Brought together alumni of the CHDS Pacific Executive Leaders
Program to enhance resiliency, capacity, and collaboration of leaders
in the US Pacific territories and Hawaiian islands.
•H
 ouston Business Disaster Resilience Seminar
December 7, 2020
Examined emergency management and business continuity during a
disaster with members of both government and the private sector.
•C
 HDS National Discussion Series:
State Vaccine Distribution Planning.
December 15, 2020
Provided policymakers and national professional association
leadership a forum in which to share timely updates, exchange ideas,
and identify collaboration opportunities.

EEP LECTURE AND WEBINAR
SERIES 2020 SPOTLIGHT
•E
 thics in Crisis: Observations from the Frontlines
of COVID-19 with Dr. Sheri Fink
June 10, 2020
Explored ethical dilemmas facing leaders during a crisis with
Dr. Sheri Fink, Pulitzer Prize-winning author and New York Times
medical correspondent in hospitals during COVID-19.
•L
 eadership Lessons from the Space Program:
How Can These Inform the Unprecedented
Challenges We Face Today?
August 5, 2020
Examined how NASA has conquered the impossible and learned
from its failures in a discussion of strategies for homeland security
professionals confronting today’s complex public health, economic,
and public safety challenges with NASA Deputy Administrator
Jim Morhard.
•S
 helter from the Storm: Examining Housing
and Shelter Systems in Disasters During COVID-19
October 9, 2020
Examined current preparedness plans and emerging model practices
to provide housing and shelter during disasters during a pandemic.
•C
 HDS Conversation with Dr. Anthony Fauci
October 14, 2020
Conducted a briefing for CHDS students, faculty, and alumni with
the latest updates on COVID-19 and discuss how homeland security
leaders can best help in the Nation’s response.
•E
 xamining Systems of Congregate Emergency
Shelter for Homeless and Vulnerable Populations
During COVID-19
October 16, 2020
Considered the strategic planning and operational challenges when
providing shelter and longer-term housing options for vulnerable
populations during a pandemic.
• CHDS Conversation: Ensuring Safe and Secure Elections
October 20, 2020
Discussed potential threats and planned safety and security measures
for the fall 2020 US elections with a panel of national thought leaders
and CHDS students, faculty, and alumni.
•E
 xtreme Complexity: Management of Congregate
Jail Populations During COVID-19
October 23, 2020
Provided a national discussion forum to consider how best to
balance the public health implications for dense jail populations
and the public safety implications of releasing incarcerated
offenders during a pandemic.
For a complete list of our ongoing
EEP lecture and webinar series
and events visit www.chds.us/eep
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RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS
ABOUT THE PROGRAM
Leaders from government agencies, national associations, and
the private sector are at the forefront of our nation’s emergency
preparedness mission. In a rapidly changing environment, leaders
need continuous education and professional development to
cultivate a more thorough understanding of emerging issues,
public policy debates, and the underlying causes of the hazards
and threats we face. Recognizing this, the Center for Homeland
Defense and Security (CHDS), in conjunction with the FEMA
Technological Hazards Division, developed the Radiological
Emergency Preparedness (REP) Executive Education Programs
to provide government and industry leaders with the tools and
resources they need to think and act strategically about off-site
fixed nuclear facility emergency preparedness. The programs
bring local, state, federal, tribal, territorial, and industry partners
together to enhance their critical thinking and develop a better
understanding of the complexity of their mission.
CHDS delivers three REP program offerings:
• In-Residence REP Executive Education Program
• In-Residence REP Early Career Education Program
• Field-Delivered REP Executive Education Seminars

IN-RESIDENCE REP EXECUTIVE
EDUCATION PROGRAM
This program is designed to accommodate
the busy schedules of participating
executives and does not require the
workload of traditional graduate-level
education programs. There are two four-day
in-residence sessions over the course of a
six-month period. Participants must commit
to attending all days of both sessions.
APPLICATION DEADLINE

NOVEMBER 15TH
APPLY NOW
chds.us/c/in-residence-rep

The in-residence and field-delivered (anywhere in the country)
seminars are conducted in a highly interactive setting, including:
• Professional networking in a multijurisdictional,
multi-discipline environment;
• Seminar discussion-driven delivery in which participants are
involved in evaluating and addressing critical issues;
• Discussions centered around strategic and crisis communications
as well as changes in the REP program environment and evolving
threats;
• Activities, case studies, and scenario planning that establish the
predicate for class and small-group discussions.

IN-RESIDENCE REP PROGRAMS
The in-residence REP programs are conducted at the Center
for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS) on the campus
of the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. The
programs are designed for local, state, federal, tribal, territorial,
and industry professionals responsible for off-site, fixed nuclear
facility emergency preparedness, response, and recovery. All costs
associated with participating – tuition, books, and travel – are
covered by CHDS through its sponsor, the FEMA Technological
Hazards Division.

IN-RESIDENCE REP
EARLY CAREER EXECUTIVE
EDUCATION PROGRAM

FIELD-DELIVERED
REP EXECUTIVE
EDUCATION SEMINARS

This program assists REP professionals in
the early stage of their careers in emerging
strategies for implementing innovative
ideas, being leaders, and for successful
REP careers. The program provides an
educational forum and innovation lab for
participants to explore emerging trends
in the world around us in technology,
society, and terrorism. Participants discuss
both the challenges associated with these
complex trends as well as the opportunities
to rethink how we protect our communities
and the nation.

The field-delivered REP seminars are
conducted around the country by CHDS
teams comprised of nationally recognized
experts from a variety of fields. Seminars are
flexible in duration and may range from a few
hours to multi-day sessions. Each seminar is
designed to enhance preparedness of local,
state, federal, tribal, territorial, and industry
professionals and challenges leaders to think
about the complexity of a major off-site
nuclear power plant emergency incident and
the public’s response. CHDS teams work
with requesting agencies and organizations
to customize educational content and format
to meet participant needs and objectives. The
field-delivered seminars are fully funded to
include on-site event delivery costs.

APPLICATION DEADLINE

MARCH 15TH
APPLY NOW
chds.us/c/ec-rep

PACIFIC EXECUTIVE
LEADERS PROGRAM
ABOUT THE PROGRAM

PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND CURRICULUM

Homeland security and emergency management in Hawaii
and the U.S. Pacific territories is continuing to evolve and
presents complex issues and challenges for the nation. The
Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense and
Security (CHDS), in partnership with FEMA and other entities
in the Pacific region, has developed the Pacific Executive Leaders
Program (PELP), a graduate-level education curriculum, to
address specific challenges facing officials in these unique
areas. The program is designed for mid-and senior-level
homeland security professionals as an opportunity to cultivate
the background and critical thinking skills needed to address
emerging regional security issues, terrorist threats, public policy
debates, and homeland security challenges including:
• Geographic isolation from the continental U.S. and other entities
• Predisposition to various types of natural disasters
• Port security, supply chain resiliency, and safety concerns
• Proximity to mainland Asia and its geopolitical influences

The traditional PELP consists of an intensive one-week inresidence session at the University of Hawaii campus in Hilo.
The course is designed to accommodate the busy schedules of
participants and does not require the workload of a traditional
graduate-level course.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
• Strengthen regional security by providing a non-degree,
graduate- level educational program to meet the needs of
leaders responsible for homeland defense and security in the
Pacific region.
•E
 nhance regional leaders’ capacity to identify and resolve
homeland security challenges.
• S upport development of regional collaboration, resilience,
and capacity building by fostering networks and relationships
between regional leaders across agencies, disciplines, and levels
of government, NGOs, and the private sector.

Instruction is a combination of presentations, and facilitated
discussions between faculty, participants and subject matter
experts. Discussions include strategy, policy, and organizational
design, covering topics such as complex problem solving,
resiliency, capacity building, critical infrastructure, border/
immigration, threat and hazard identification, collaboration,
crisis communications, and emerging homeland security issues.
Attendance and participation are required for the entire week and
all sessions. Ideal candidates are located in the Pacific and or have
significant responsibilities in the US Pacific jurisdictions.
CHDS also provides topic-specific or nontraditional PELP
offerings and supports other events in the Pacific, based on
priorities established by FEMA and its Pacific partners. Previous
offerings have included sessions on port resilience, power
restoration, and post-disaster housing plans.
TARGET AUDIENCE FOR PELP

HAWAII

ALUMNI AND COHORTS
2020

SINCE INCEPTION
AUGUST 2011

COHORTS

COHORTS

ALUMNI

ALUMNI

3

51

GUAM

17

372

COMMONWEALTH OF
NORTHERN MARIANA
ISLANDS (CNMI)

LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE REP PROGRAM

LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE PELP PROGRAM
www.chds.us/pelp

www.chds.us/rep
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HOMELAND SECURITY
DIGITAL LIBRARY

HOMELAND SECURITY
AFFAIRS JOURNAL
READ JOURNAL CONTENT

THE COLLECTION

Homeland Security Affairs captures the best work of scholars
and practitioners throughout the nation through peerreviewed articles on new strategies, policies, concepts, and
data relating to every aspect of homeland security. HSA
articles constitute not only the “smart practices” but also the
evolution of homeland security as an emerging academic and
professional discipline.
THE JOURNAL OF THE NPS CENTER FOR
HOMELAND DEFENSE AND SECURITY

www.hsaj.org

Homeland Security Affairs accepts submissions of original
research articles, short-form articles, essays, and media reviews.

Homeland Security Affairs (HSA) is the peer-reviewed online
journal of the Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland
Defense and Security (CHDS). HSA provides a forum to propose
and debate strategies, policies, and organizational arrangements
to strengthen U.S. homeland security.

SUBSCRIBE
Homeland Security Affairs is available to all interested readers.
Sign up at www.hsaj.org/subscribe and you will be alerted when
new articles are published.

A TRUSTED RESOURCE FOR THE
LATEST DEVELOPMENTS AND VIEWS
IN HOMELAND SECURITY.

CATALOGED
WORLDWIDE

WEBSITE VISITS

LIBRARIES

MONTHLY

1,608

14,445

The journal is cataloged by
more than 1,608 libraries
worldwide and is indexed
by EBSCO and ProQuest.

ANNUAL

173,341

Homeland Security Affairs is an open-access journal.
This means that users may, free of charge, read, download,
copy, distribute, print, search, link to the full texts of these
articles, or use them for any other lawful purpose.

JOURNAL CONTRIBUTORS
Contributors to Homeland Security Affairs represent the
leading subject matter experts and practitioners in the field
of homeland security and include instructors, alumni, and
participants in CHDS programs, and partners of CHDS.
The journal captures the best of their collective work, as well
as that of scholars and practitioners throughout the nation.
2020 SPECIAL COVID-19 ISSUE
The December 2020 Special COVID-19 issue of Homeland
Security Affairs features eleven essays that chronicle agency
and jurisdictional responses to the COVID-19 pandemic and the
lessons learned thus far. The essays focus on how agencies or
jurisdictions changed their operations to deal more effectively
with the pandemic, as well as how the conditions of the pandemic
constrained normal agency operations.

POPULAR ARTICLES OF 2020

How FEMA Could
Lose America’s Next
Great War

Who’s in Charge?
New Challenges in
Homeland Defense
and Homeland
Security

Changing Homeland
Security: What is
Homeland Security?

Public-Private
Partnerships in
Homeland Security:
Opportunities and
Challenges

Causes and
Explanations of
Suicide Terrorism:
A Systematic Review

• Border Security
• Immigration
• Civil Rights and Liberties
• Critical Infrastructure Security
• Cybersecurity
• Domestic Threats
• Homeland Security Education
• Natural Disasters
• Economic Security

SECURING THE HOMELAND THROUGH
THE POWER OF INFORMATION

www.hsdl.org

Co-authored papers are acceptable and papers may be excerpted
from a larger work (e.g., a thesis or book manuscript).

ABOUT THE JOURNAL

LEARN MORE
ABOUT HSA
www.hsaj.org

SUBMIT ARTICLES

The HSDL team of librarians and content analysts gathers and
evaluates resources for inclusion in the HSDL collection. These
resources cover a wide range of homeland security topics and
issues with a focus on areas such as:

@hslibrary

ABOUT THE LIBRARY
The Homeland Security Digital Library (HSDL) is the nation’s
premier collection of resources for homeland security professionals
and researchers. If you’re looking for documents that address
homeland security policy, strategy, or organizational management,
then you’ve come to the right place! Since 2003 more than 20,789,000
website users access HSDL resources to support their analyses, inform
decision-making, and strengthen academic research.
All the resources are curated by a team of librarians and content
analysts who specialize in homeland defense and security issues.
These resources cover a wide breadth of topics that are both timely
in nature and relevant to current issues. By collecting and sharing an
entire library of documents and resources, the HSDL is serving a key
role in strengthening national security through collaboration across
local, state, tribal, territorial, and federal agencies.

• ALERTS
• CRITICAL RELEASES
• ASK A LIBRARIAN

REPORTS AND RESOURCES
DOWNLOADS IN 2020

MONTHLY

94,657
ANNUAL

1,135,880

The Disaster after
9/11: The Department
of Homeland Security
and the Intelligence
Reorganization

Many of these resources are also organized into special
collections for quick access, for example:
• 2020

Special Collection highlight:
COVID-19 Resource Archive
• Homeland Security Timeline
• Policy, Strategy, and Legislation
• Government Reports and Research
• In Focus lists with key resources on homeland
security issues

THE COLLECTION RESOURCES

WHEN YOU NEED AUTHORITATIVE SOURCES

SIGN UP FOR SERVICES

• Election Security
• Emergency Communications
• Human Trafficking
• Intelligence & Analysis
• Law Enforcement and
First Responders
• Public Health
• Terrorism Prevention
• Transportation Security

The HSDL provides resources including reports, fact sheets,
infographics, theses, podcasts, videos, and presentations. These
resources are collected from a variety of sources such as U.S. federal,
state, and local government agencies, departments, international
governments, as well as educational and research institutions.
TOTAL RESOURCES: OVER 213,500

HSDL IS OPEN TO EVERYONE

Anyone may access the HSDL Public Collection without
registering for an account. To access the Full Collection of
documents, you must register for an account and have an
association with the military, government, or homeland
security education and research. In addition to
individual user access, your agency can request
organization-wide access. This makes it even easier
ASK A
LIBRARIAN for your colleagues to utilize the HSDL. More
than 790 different organizations have been granted
access—from military installations to government
agencies to private research institutions and
public universities.

LEARN MORE ABOUT HSDL
www.hsdl.org
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EDUCATION SUMMIT
SHIFTS TO ONLINE FORMAT

D-19

I
PRE-COV

EVENT

ALUMNI PROFESSIONAL
EXCHANGE 2020

E

ven though the 13th annual
Homeland Defense & Security
Education Summit looked and felt
different than previous years, the plenary
sessions, research panels, and discussion
topics were just as impactful. In light of travel
restrictions and the COVID-19 pandemic,
the University and Agency Partnership
Program (UAPP) hosted this year’s summit
online. The virtual platform allowed
participation from those not normally able
to travel due to funding or work reasons
and drew over 450 attendees—a record
for the Center for Homeland Defense and
Security’s (CHDS) yearly event. It also
provided an opportunity for participants
to discuss a wide range of topics related
to the theme “Leading and Educating in a
Multi-Threat/Hazard Environment: What
Homeland Security Leaders Need to Know.”
CHDS used a combination of Zoom video
conferencing and a web platform, Cadence,
to support networking and information flow.
The three-day event featured 70 different
presenters representing government
agencies, the private sector, and universities.
There were 10 research and program
panels that explored topics like Pandemic
Preparedness and Response, Artificial
Intelligence, Crisis Communication, Ethical
Dilemmas in Security and Intelligence,
Climate Security, and Cybersecurity. The
summit also hosted two panels focused on
current issues: What Homeland Security
Leaders Need to Know and Homeland
Security Communication Influencers.
The discussions were led by nationallyrenowned leaders in security and public
communication. As expected, CHDS faculty
and instructors were heavily involved and
moderated eight of the sessions.
The first day focused on faculty
development and opened with program
updates from CHDS and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) National Training and Education
Division (NTED) before transitioning
into discussions about homeland security
curriculum. The afternoon featured a special
session on Climate Security: A Pre-Mortem
Scenario Planning Approach to Homeland
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Tim Manning, Alan Bersin, Juliette Kayyem, Chappell Lawson,
and Glen Woodbury

Steve Recca and Glen Woodbury

Defense and Security with Dr. John Comiskey
from Monmouth University, Dr. Michael
Larranaga from REM Risks, and Dr.
Cameron Carlson from the University of
Alaska Fairbanks.
On day two, UAPP Director Steve Recca
began the proceedings by introducing
the inaugural Dave McIntyre Homeland
Security Educator Award, which is given to
a member of the UAPP community who has
made significant contributions to advancing
homeland security research and education.
This year’s award was presented to Dr. James
Ramsay, Professor & Chair at the University
of New Hampshire’s Department of Security
Studies. Dr. Stanley Supinski, CHDS
instructor and thesis advisor, was announced
as the Emeritus Recipient of the award
thanks in part to his efforts to help launch
UAPP as the former director.
The balance of day two included
plenary sessions on topics like Leading in
a Disinformation-Rich, Technology-Driven

Vice Admiral Ann Rondeau, USN (ret) and Steve Recca

Environment and Challenges & Opportunities
for Enterprise Leaders and Educators before
shifting format to research panel discussions.
The research panels encouraged active
feedback and delved into new approaches
and methodologies in homeland security
education content and delivery.
The final day provided participants
with multiple options to attend concurrent
research panel sessions on relevant homeland
security topics. One of the morning panels
was dedicated to the “Intersection of Public
Health, Safety, and Security” while the other
focused on “Homeland Security Influencers.”
Both were well attended and generated lively
feedback in real-time. Afternoon sessions
also offered multiple concurrent panels so
attendees had the option to discuss emerging
technologies shaping the security landscape
or learn about prevention, preparedness,
response, and recovery techniques in a multihazard environment.
In the end, the summit was extremely
successful and was emblematic of the
Center’s ability to remain agile and shift gears
to provide a fully remote event. In addition
to shifting all hybrid courses to online
synchronous and asynchronous instruction,
CHDS has now hosted several large events in
an online, virtual format.
The 14th annual Homeland Defense and
Security Education Summit is scheduled
for November 2-4, 2021. CHDS and UAPP
are reviewing options for hybrid delivery
with a mix of virtual sessions and in-person
discussions in Monterey, CA. n

T

APEX 2020 at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California

he 16th annual Alumni
Professional Exchange–Continuing
Education Workshop (APEX) was
recently held at the Naval Postgraduate
School in Monterey, California. APEX is
organized and hosted by the Center for
Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS)
to provide alumni the opportunity to
explore critical homeland security issues
from different perspectives while visiting
with classmates, expanding networks with
professionals from other cohorts, and
catching up with instructors.
This year’s event set a record with
228 attendees from 37 different states,
representing over 200 agencies. In addition
to the traditional speakers and panel
discussions on Wednesday and Thursday,
February 19-20, CHDS added a preconference option that featured short TED
Talk-style presentations from the alumni on
Tuesday, February 18. “The pre-conference
Short Talks on Day 1 were a wonderful
addition to APEX,” noted alumna Meredith
Infantino (MA1005/1006 and HSx1701).
Each of the Alumni Short Talks focused
on a novel idea, perspective, or approach
to homeland security within a 20-minute
presentation, followed by a Q&A session
with the audience.
The second and third days of APEX
followed the traditional conference format
by offering four different plenary sessions
both days. The plenary sessions were
approximately an hour long and focused
on a specific topic. Glen Woodbury,
CHDS Director, provided the day two

welcoming remarks while setting the stage
for one of the best APEX conferences to
date. Woodbury then introduced Chad
Gorman, Assistant Administrator of
National Preparedness for the FEMA
National Preparedness Directorate. Gorman
is a graduate of the NPS-CHDS Master’s
Program (MA1005/1006). He discussed
the complex nature of the threats currently
facing homeland security and how they will
continue to evolve. “I believe in continuous
improvement. No matter which program
you participated in at CHDS—Master’s,
ELP, Emergence, HSx, REP, or PELP—the
projects you worked on and the issues
you tackled have made an impact towards
eliminating homeland security threats,”
Gorman added.
Following Gorman’s insightful keynote,
Director Woodbury returned to the stage
to present the CHDS Founders Award
to Captain Robert Simeral, USN (Ret.).
Captain Simeral joined the NPS-CHDS
faculty in 2004 and was promptly appointed
NPS Executive Director for Intelligence
Research. His lifelong dedication to the
homeland security enterprise is outstanding
and he expressed his gratitude for receiving
the CHDS Founders Award. “I’m grateful
to be here at APEX. It draws on the whole
CHDS excellence, academic performance,
and innovation. There’s a lot of commitment
here, as shown by the great attendance of
alumni, and that’s what really makes this
award special for me; being able to accept
and share it with the CHDS family.” n

Director Woodbury presents the Founders Award to Captain Robert Simeral.

ELP grad Kyle Bowman lends his perspective at APEX.

APEX 2020

ALUMNI SHORT TALKS
TO VIEW OUR
SHORT TALKS VIDEOS
www.chds.us/ed/alumni-short-talks

Read the Story: www.chds.us/c/item/10876
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“The widely-inclusive datasets
allow users to really drill-down
into the pertinent information
when conducting research.”
— DAVID RIEDMAN
CO-FOUNDER, K-12 SSDB, MA1401/1402, HSX1701

WWW.CHDS.US/SSDB

Enforcement agencies processing active crime scene following a shooting In Santa Fe High School. | Photo by Michel Mond

THE K-12 SCHOOL SHOOTING
DATABASE WEBSITE GETS A FACELIFT

T

wo years after launching the K-12
School Shooting Database (K-12
SSDB) in September 2018, the Center
for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS)
at the Naval Postgraduate School has
completed a major redesign of the database’s
public website. The addition of several new
datapoints and an improved user interface
allows for a more in-depth analysis of gun
violence at schools. This website redesign and
new data elements are part of a continued
effort by CHDS to provide the most
comprehensive source of publicly available
data on school shootings in the United
States. “The updated research methods page
provides a more detailed explanation of the
entire information collection and data coding
process,” noted David Riedman, one of the
database cofounders.
The K-12 SSDB was originally created
by CHDS alumni Riedman and Desmond
O’Neill as a project for the Advanced
Thinking in Homeland Security (HSx)
program. The database uses open-source
information to document every instance a
gun is brandished, fired, or a bullet hits school
property, regardless of the number of victims,
time of day, or day of the week. More than
1,560 incidents from 1970 to the present are
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currently included. “The widely-inclusive
datasets allow users to really drill-down into
the pertinent information when conducting
research,” Riedman explained. The redesigned
website offers a brand new interactive, elegant
mapping tool that allows users to search by
year, time of day, geographic area, school
type, number of fatalities or injuries, and
other variables. In addition to the clickable
map, the details of each incident in the user’s
search criteria are also displayed in a table
format. For advanced users, a raw dataset is
also available for download.

“The new site provides a ton of
functionality and can really help
inform decision making for school
officials and first responders.”
— DAVID RIEDMAN
CO-FOUNDER, K-12 SSDB, MA1401/1402, HSX1701

Each incident is now organized
by “situation” so that users can better
understand the circumstances behind these
shootings and easily categorize the incidents.
These sixteen different situations include
accidental, anger over grade/suspension/
discipline, bullying, domestic violence with a

targeted victim, drive-by shooting, escalation
of dispute, hostage/standoff, illegal activity,
indiscriminate shooting, intentional property
damage, murder/suicide, officer-involved
shooting, psychosis, racial, self-defense, and
suicide/attempted suicide.
Riedman noted that “Knowing exactly
where shootings have taken place on school
property is critical information to consider
when designing security systems and
planning emergency procedures.” Specific
locations where a shooting took place (e.g.,
hallway, playground, cafeteria, parking lot,
bathroom, classroom, gym) are listed for
each incident. For example, incidents can
be sorted by both time and specific location
to determine where most shootings have
occurred during different periods of the
school day.
Across the country, school systems
are evaluating the effectiveness of school
resource officers (SRO) and making difficult
decisions on how to allocate reduced
budgets. To provide a clearer picture of how
shootings conclude, each incident is coded
to indicate how the incident ended (e.g.,
surrendered, escaped, apprehended). These
details show the situations and locations
where police officers and SROs were able

to intervene, and alternately when shooters
were able to escape.
The original release of the database
provided only the total number of people
killed and the number of people wounded.
The updated data contains a separate entry
for each victim with their age, gender,
affiliation, and if they were killed, wounded,
or had a minor injury. There is also a
separate entry for each shooter with their
age, gender, affiliation, and if they were
killed, wounded, committed suicide, or not
injured. These new datapoints allow a new
and unique level of detail for analysis that
was not possible before this update. “The
new site provides a ton of functionality and
can really help inform decision making
for school officials and first responders,”
Riedman added. n
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THE IMPACT OF CHDS EDUCATION
MASTER’S DEGREE ALUMNI EXEMPLARS 2020

T

he CHDS classroom is a place where Master’s program
participants think critically about homeland security
issues, work collaboratively to develop strategic solutions,
and research and write course papers along with a final thesis.
These original works concentrate on proposing creative policies,
strategies, and approaches to the public safety challenges facing
their agencies and the broader homeland security community.
The Center’s newest program, Emergence, provides an
opportunity for homeland security professionals in the early
stages of their careers to experience transformational education
provided through the long-standing Master’s program. The
following exemplars show the impact of a CHDS education on
the safety and security of our nation.
TAKING A SECURITY STUDIES DEGREE
IN A VERY DIFFERENT DIRECTION

Noel Lipana
DSW, Vice President, DJD Art Foundation
MA0905/0906
Becoming a Doctor of Social Work and an

organizer of performing arts events was
certainly not on the radar when Noel
Lipana joined the Center for Homeland
Defense and Security master’s degree
program in 2009. “I didn’t plan it that way;
it’s been a meandering journey, for sure,”
Lipana said, adding he expected to
continue in the defense world after he
graduated in 2011. But life had other plans for him due to the
personal fallout from his 2008 military tour in Afghanistan.
Lipana’s ability to discuss his struggles since that tour—primarily
his moral injury—is almost unnerving in its candidness and
articulateness. It’s also an incredibly important ability that is
enabling him to bridge the divide between the military and the
civilian worlds, and in doing so, expand the discussion about
treating veteran trauma to other civilian professions.
“When I made the turn onto this path, I was like, I’m going
to have to be really vulnerable and open with people,” Lipana
said. “I think it’s important that we speak—that we speak plainly
and courageously. We have to normalize it; we can’t step around
it.” It’s now widely accepted that veterans can return from war
with invisible wounds that need healing. Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder, the best-known condition usually referred to as
PTSD, refers to a mental and biological reaction that recurs for
months and even years after an individual endures or witnesses a
traumatic event. Lingering anxiety and fear can induce behavioral
changes and lead to withdrawal from family and friends. What’s
not as well-known is a condition related to—yet distinct from—
PTSD called moral injury, sometimes described as a “wound to
the soul.” This invisible wound most often occurs when a person
commits, fails to prevent, or witnesses an act that is anathema to
their moral beliefs. This experience burdens an individual with
acute guilt and shame that both distorts their self-identity and
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provokes reflexive distrust of others. Guilt is identified as the
crucial factor that distinguishes a moral injury, even as other
symptoms—anxiety and despair, flashbacks, social isolation, and
suicidal thoughts—overlap with PTSD.
Lipana deployed to Afghanistan as an Air Force major acting
as his unit’s counter-improvised explosive device officer. He
oversaw and trained U.S. troops in how to detect and disable IEDs
planted by insurgents. Two army soldiers he worked alongside
died in separate explosions during his deployment. “They were
killed by the thing I was meant to protect them from. You play
over what you could have done; should have done differently.”
He was also involved in an operation during which four Afghan
children were killed in a blast. After he returned from his tour,
he struggled with anger, flashbacks, insomnia, and, even suicidal
thoughts leading to a diagnosis of PTSD and a traumatic brain
injury as a result of exposure to cumulative low-level blasts
during the tour. “The military doctors said, ‘Wow, we really
broke you.’” He was prescribed medication by VA clinicians in
California and enrolled in successive programs of long-term
therapy. Nothing improved though, until in 2013 when he joined
a group therapy program in Sacramento for veterans beset by
moral injury. “It made all the difference. Traditional trauma
treatment is about what’s going on between your ears; it said you
are just thinking about the incident wrong. That has zero to do
with the connection I have with my battle buddies, those kids,
with our fundamental spiritual soul connection in this universe.”
He realized he couldn’t continue in the military and was
medically discharged near the end of 2016. As part of the
healing process and making a new life, he wanted to work
with those marginalized populations of society that “are not
as well advocated or lobbied for or resourced as the veteran
demographic.” He looked into a social work doctorate run by
the University of Southern California. The program wanted
applicants from the upper tiers of social work and counseling, but
Lipana saw a way he could be relevant. “I took a hard look at what
social workers actually do and I thought, man, this reads like a
job description for counter-insurgency.” He noted how social
work focuses on gaining people their fundamental human rights,
dignity, equal opportunities, access to education, and equalizing
the playing field. It all sounded very familiar to him. “It’s like
Nation Building 101, just these people are doing it on the streets
of America.” His former CHDS Master of Arts degree came to the
forefront, too. “In my statement of purpose, I said that though the
content of my master’s degree was security studies, the academic
rigor, and structure, the regimen and research discipline, is what I
am bringing to the table.”
During his doctorate, he began to reflect on how the veteran
population is a good entry point for having a broader discussion
about those struggling sectors of society he wanted to help. Sectors
such as the incarcerated, kids in the juvenile justice system, child
abuse victims, and the homeless. Lipana notes how the Department
of Veterans Affairs treats about 500,000 veterans a year, while the
National Institute of Mental Health estimates about 7.9 million
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civilians suffer from some form of PTSD. “We as veterans are the
focal point of the trauma discussion,” Lipana said. “If we can’t get
it right for veterans with the resources, lobbying, advocacy, and
public support, these other populations don’t stand a chance.”
Beyond the ethical dimension, he said it also becomes a public
safety issue. “The more we take care of some of these wicked
problems, the more secure we are and safer we are.” He said this
applies both to internal and external threats, especially given the
way social media, news, and information flows operate nowadays.
“We see external foreign actors—some state-sponsored—inserting
themselves and finding these seams between groups and exploiting
divisiveness.” He notes how the negative reaction many Americans
have toward social work—accompanied by accusations of changing
the fabric of American democracy and taking from people to
give to the undeserving—illustrates that “we are not tight as a
community and do not have a strong understanding of the issues
and their roots, which is ripe for exploitation from an external
threat.” At the same time, he says there is a need at all levels of
society—from the media, to Congress, to the military—to move
beyond the usual fixations on operations, strategies, and political
nuance, and take ownership of the moral dimension. This entails a
more candid discussion—that doesn’t get distracted by the “more
sexy” elements, such as technology or talk of terrorist cells—
about whether a national security objective is worth spending the
currency of human life on. “Having those sorts of discussions is
hard, but we need to have them.”
Lipana’s remarkable post-military journey has also seen
him become a storyteller, artist, and director. Since finishing
his social work doctorate in 2018 he has trailblazed using
performing arts as a portal to open the conversation about moral
injury. Imagine a mix of music, poetry, and movement, especially
kinetic dancing—as it’s depicting a struggle—portraying the
attributes of moral injury like guilt, shame, isolation, and loss.
Initially, he focused purely on moral injury from a veteran’s
perspective. But now he is scaling the approach outside the
veteran population to the likes of healthcare workers and
first responders. “I use art as an educational tool because the
message I am giving to people is disruptive and, in some circles,
heretical.” He notes how if people feel they are being lectured to
or being told everything they thought was wrong, they often get
defensive and are less likely to collaborate. “It becomes a didactic
and competitive environment, whereas art makes for a creative
space where people are more open to learning and innovation.”
When it comes to healthcare workers being susceptible to moral
injuries, he gives the example of a physician who wants to carry
out an intervention but is prevented from doing so because it
isn’t covered by an insurance policy. “You have these competent,
caring individuals who are thrust into an impersonal and
economically driven system.” These types of dilemmas extend
to first responders such as firefighters and police, who can find
themselves hindered from doing what they think is right or
necessary by the likes of unions and city councils, or the threat of
being sued or investigated by internal affairs. “It’s an incredible
strain, and it needs attention.” Lipana said a large problem is
a deficit of empathy, even among the public, about the reality
first responders face. Also, he notes how they often work in
institutions where the majority of policies and regulations have

more to do with protecting internal bureaucracies rather than
the agency of individuals. The result can be a huge loss of trust
among workers, to the detriment of an organization.
Lipana describes how he now has a much more informed
sense of humanity, for which he is grateful, despite all the pain
endured to get to it (and despite the fact he will have to endure
the side-effects of his traumatic brain injury for life). He explains
it has given him access to other people’s pain, which therefore
places a responsibility on him regarding his lessons about the
military and moral injury. “If it’s not going to be of any use or
value, or I just keep it to myself, that’s no good. It’s also pretty
selfish to say we are the only ones who suffer from this, as there
are so many others out there that are in need.” What he hopes
to see is the discussion of moral injury being normalized and
not compartmentalized as only a military issue. That’s one of
the reasons he has three art performances scheduled this year,
accompanied by a documentary film release, all of which deal
with how moral injury goes beyond veterans. It’s the sort of
cross-pollination potential he identified as an alumnus of a CHDS
Security Studies degree who earned his doctorate in social work.
“They were looking for people who could come into the social
work sphere and do disruptive things and be innovators,” Lipana
said. “So I said, ‘Hey, I’m an outsider coming in. Teach me what
you have, and we can make this intersectionality work.”’
View Lipana’s Alumni Short Talk from APEX: www.chds.us/ed/items/20840

SHARING INFORMATION HORIZONTALLY
TO INCREASE RESILIENCE

Gustavo Rodriguez
Lieutenant/U.S. Marshal NYPD Intelligence and
Counterterrorism FBI N.Y. Cyber Task Force
MA0905/0906
Earlier this year, before all conferences

and events were interrupted by the
COVID-19 pandemic, Naval Postgraduate
School Center for Homeland Defense and
Security (CHDS) master’s alumnus
(0905/0906) Gustavo Rodriguez served as
a panelist at the RSA Conference
Emerging Threats Seminar. Alongside
fellow panelist Timothy Lee (Chief
Information Security Officer for the City of Los Angeles) he
discussed the topic of “Lessons from America’s Two Largest Cities
on Preparing for Cyberattacks.” Rodriguez noted that there have
been over 140 cyber-attacks on municipalities since the beginning
of 2019. Oftentimes it’s ransomware that cripples public
infrastructure and forces a city to succumb to the hacker’s
demands or suffer the consequences. What’s at stake for New York
City? As an example, and as stated during the RSA panel, the New
York Police Department (NYPD) typically responds to
approximately 25,000 emergency 911 calls per day and they’re
usually able to respond within three minutes. It requires
communication between multiple sectors of infrastructure to pull
that off. If any of the links in this chain of infrastructure is
compromised, it could create a major problem for public safety.
While cyber-attacks on municipalities might seem like a newly
emerging threat to the general public, investigating cybercrime
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has been part of Gus’ daily life since being assigned to complete
a Cyber Fellowship at the FBI National Cyber Investigative Joint
Task Force (NCIJTF) in 2013. However, it has been a topic of
interest for him for much longer, exemplified by the impact
his master’s thesis on DOMESTIPOL is still having 10 years
later. “When I first received the opportunity to go to NPS, I
already knew that there were 800,000 officers and 18,000 police
departments in America, but I didn’t know how they exchanged
information or how I could help improve communication across
different agencies,” he shared.
Lieutenant Rodriguez joined the NYPD in 1998. While
working in the 41st, 20th, 19th precincts, Intelligence Bureau,
and Police Commissioner’s Office, he has held uniformed and
investigative posts throughout his career. Rodriguez was accepted
to the CHDS master’s program in 2009 and completed his thesis
on “Creating DOMESTIPOL: Increasing National Resilience by
Reflecting on the NYPD Counter Terrorism Model.” It examines
the challenges of information sharing between police departments
in the 50 largest cities of the US and advocates the formation
of a DOMESTIPOL. The DOMESTIPOL model is similar to
INTERPOL (International Criminal Police Organization), but
on an inter-state level. INTERPOL has been sharing information
since 1923 with 188 different countries. But the difference is most
other countries have one national police force compared to the
US where there are 18,000 police departments.
The overarching theme of his thesis promotes an increased
emphasis on horizontal communication (between different
police departments around the country) in addition to vertical
communication (between local, state, and federal levels). In 2011,
Rodriguez explained, “DOMESTIPOL is a national system of police
coordination that takes into account the 50 largest urban areas and
asks the question, ‘How are we leveraging the burgeoning banks
of information that reside within these agencies and speaking
horizontally—instead of the vertical stovepipes—to increase
national resilience by mitigating homegrown terrorism?” His thesis
research used a combination of open-source information and direct
exchanges with various departments.
The second part of his thesis is a prescriptive case study of
policies drafted by the NYPD to mitigate terrorism in New York
City. It is a case study that can be used by other jurisdictions
across the nation because it’s easily scalable and can be replicated.
“While there may be some agencies using a similar structure
right now, there isn’t existing literature that gives a police chief
(whether they are in Texas or California or Washington) the
ability to easily refer to a blueprint that could be used to mitigate
any types of threats in their municipality,” he explained. Since
2001, the NYPD has drafted many innovative policies that are
being applied as best practices throughout the nation. Rodriguez
was awarded the Senator John Warner Homeland Security award
from the Intelligence and National Security Association (INSA)
in December of 2010 for his work on DOMESTIPOL.
The impact of Rodriguez’s thesis continues to resonate 10 years
later. More recently, at this year’s INSA Achievement Awards, he was
cited as a prime example of past award winners by the keynote speaker,
the Honorable Ellen E. McCarthy, Assistant Secretary of Intelligence
and Research Bureau at the Department of State. McCarthy was the
President of INSA when Rodriguez won in 2010 and played a large
role in the creation of the INSA Achievement Awards.
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The INSA Award, based on his thesis research, also vaulted
him into a position to serve in the NYPD’s International Liaison
Program (ILP) as the department representative with the
Singapore Police Force from 2011-2013, covering Asia from
Tokyo to Sydney, Sri-Lanka to Manila. He’ll tell you, “I got lucky”
when discussing his opportunity with the ILP, but in reality,
it was partially due to the hard work he already put into his
DOMESTIPOL thesis. As the saying goes, ‘Luck is what happens
when preparation meets opportunity.’
Upon his return from Singapore in June of 2013, Rodriguez “got
lucky” again when the FBI called the NYPD and asked them to
send someone to complete a fellowship at the FBI’s National Cyber
Investigative Joint Task Force (NCIJTF) in Washington, D.C.
[In 2008, President Bush mandated the NCIJTF to be the focal
point for all government agencies to coordinate, integrate,
and share information related to all domestic cyber-threat
investigations. The FBI is responsible for developing and
supporting the joint task force, which includes 19 intelligence
agencies and law enforcement, working in tandem to mitigate
cyber-terrorism.]
“The NYPD has a robust cyber program,” Rodriguez said,
“but the department thought it would be wise to see how the
NCIJTF collectively addresses the cyber intrusion threat.”
Now as an NYPD Lieutenant Commander deputized as a U.S.
Marshal, he got a chance to learn how they do it, and “it was
eye-opening.” It was also the first time anyone from the NYPD
had been assigned to the cyber side of the FBI, so they ran him
through rigorous training.
“At first, in 2013, the discipline of cybersecurity sounded
very foreign but after a few months of training it all started
coming together,” he joked. “What helped, was already having
an investigative background: identifying suspects, evidence
collection, building cases for prosecution and then applying those
skills to cyber intrusion investigations—the same investigative
acumen applies in cyber.” Rodriguez also noted that he’s been
blessed to have the tremendous support and guidance from his
boss, NYPD Deputy Commissioner of Intelligence and CounterTerrorism, John Miller. “DC Miller has been an absolutely
amazing leader/mentor during the last seven years and has been
very supportive of our cyber initiatives.”
As Rodriguez mentioned during his RSA presentation, an
initiative the NYPD began to study in January of 2015, with
help from their LAPD counterparts, was the Los Angeles Cyber
Intrusion Command Center. After corresponding with the LAPD,
learning more, and sharing findings, NYC Mayor DeBlasio signed
an executive order to create the NYC Cyber Command in 2017.
Rodriguez went back to the FBI NY in 2015 and is now working
on the FBI Cyber Task Force, focusing on critical infrastructure
protection. “The more we work with our federal counterparts, the
better we are able to capture that 360-degree investigative cyber
view of what the threats are, to help us continuously refine our
cybersecurity strategies.”
That experience led the team to identify somewhat of a grey area
in the horizontal communication network between the 17 sectors
of critical infrastructure in NYC. In July 2017, the team researched
how those sectors are speaking to each other. For example, how is

the transportation department communicating with emergency
services or how is the water agency speaking with the power
company? It seemed like it wasn’t happening as much as it should.
Due to this, a public-private sector partnership to protect critical
infrastructure, the NYC Cyber Critical Services and Infrastructure
(CCSI) group, was formed in July 2017, spearheaded by the NYPD,
Manhattan District Attorney’s Office, NYC Cyber Command,
and the Global Cyber Alliance. The first time they convened, they
gathered all 17 sectors of critical infrastructure and briefed them
on cyber threats as a group, with the mission of sharing real-time
information horizontally, training for the cyber fight as a group, and
responding if needed to a cyber-attack in NYC as a volunteer team.
“We are getting NYC local Digital First Responders together and
training them on how to proactively share information to protect
our NYC power, transportation, emergency services, finance, water,
etc. The mission is to share, train, and respond together,” Gus noted.
If it sounds familiar, that’s because the group’s concept is reflective
of his thesis that advocates for sharing information horizontally to
increase resilience.
Looking at the bigger picture, “The key is working with
America’s 800,000 officers and 18,000 police departments to share
what we have learned and mitigate how cyber-terrorism can
manifest itself as a public safety threat.” One way for Digital First
Responders to ‘share, train, respond’ together is by conducting
digital fire drills. Since forming, the CCSI group has grown
exponentially and organized several exercises to see how critical
infrastructure would hold up during a security breach. A key
resource has been access to IBM’s Cyber Range—which runs
scenarios for different agencies and companies. “We called an
IBM partner and asked if we can bring our NYC CCSI team to
the Cyber Range located in Massachusetts, in December 2018
and they agreed,” Rodriguez detailed on stage at RSA, on how the
partnership evolved. The Cyber Range had not yet hosted a city,
so they had to create a new scenario and the CCSI Team looked at
the past examples of attacks to draw up a new city-wide scenario.
The group has repeated a number of similar exercises since then.
The second visit to the Cyber Range in July 2019 was two days
after Louisiana declared a state of emergency due to a massive
cyber-attack, which was timely because the idea of the tabletop
exercise was to create a makeshift scenario where a cyber-attack
shuts down key infrastructure, causing anywhere from a loss of
power to mass casualties. The test could expose blind spots for
first responders and reiterate the need for leaders at the local
level to meet and exchange information. “I’m so grateful for
the partnership with IBM. Putting our NYC team through this
real-time cyber-attack simulation is critical,” Rodriguez beamed.
“Getting them organized locally, briefing them on current threats,
pushing the sharing of IOC’s [Indicators of Compromise], and
bringing them to the range to collectively fight against multiple
cyber scenarios has been a fruitful process. Due to us sitting on
a Federal Cyber Task Force, we were lucky to include our federal
partners as well. To train like you fight, we want to make the team
always look like what game day would resemble.” Rodriguez is
currently assigned to the NYPD Intel and Counterterrorism team
and detailed to the FBI NY Cyber Task Force, as the NYPD Lead
on a Cyber-Terrorism Squad.
CCSI isn’t just sharing information horizontally among their
group. The key is to get the word out to all municipalities, villages,

towns, counties, cities, and states around the country, “so that we
can learn from what they are doing too and hopefully, push for a
CCSI in multiple municipalities around the country. Organizing
the local officials that actually protect the critical infrastructure
that we all use is key,” as Rodriguez puts it. The upside for NYC
is that although no municipality is perfect, the building blocks
for the cyber team have been laid down as they’re sharing critical
information with all agencies, their federal counterparts, and the
Digital First Responders who have their hands on keyboards that
protect the firewalls.
CCSI is fielding many requests to brief other agencies and
the program always receives positive feedback. These types of
interactions benefit CCSI, as they often learn from the other
agencies they’re briefing as well. “We learn from each other.”
Rodriguez compares it to the cross-pollination that occurs in the
CHDS classroom and makes the program uniquely strong. So,
it would make perfect sense that this model could benefit other
members of the CHDS community in different jurisdictions.
Reflecting on his time at NPS and the influence the CHDS program
had on his frame of thinking, he’s confident that “we can tackle any
problem if we work together and share cyber information across
all available pathways to protect our digital infrastructure that our
families, friends, and community utilize every day. From the first
day at NPS in September 2009, my professor and thesis advisor Dr.
Kathleen Kiernan always told me, “You can change the world.” I
sincerely thank her for that mentorship and guidance, because that
is exactly what we have been relentlessly trying to do in Cyber, with
DOMESTIPOL as the base.
Read the Story: www.chds.us/c/item/13551

CHDS ALUMNA FEATURED ON NFL 360

Cathy Lanier
Chief Security Officer, National Football League
MA0401/0402
Last month, Center for Homeland Defense

and Security (CHDS) master’s degree
alumna, Cathy Lanier, was featured on the
National Football League’s (NFL) show
NFL 360. The show focuses on impacts by
women on the game of football and the
NFL—where Lanier serves as the Chief
Security Officer. Her job is crucial to
maintaining security for players, spectators,
and events. The episode also talks about contributions by
groundbreaking female broadcasters, coaches, and players. As the
first female to achieve the rank of Chief Security Officer, her story
is highlighted as an example of the contributions women have
made (and continue making) to the game of football. But what is
most interesting is the unique path she took to get here.
The episode of NFL 360 delves into Lanier’s challenging
childhood and teenage years. Lanier dropped out of high school
in ninth grade when she became pregnant. But the birth of her
son created a new resolve in her. From that point on, Lanier
would dedicate herself to providing the best possible life for her
son. Intrigued by an ad in the Washington Post that mentioned
the incentive of tuition reimbursement, Lanier applied to the DC
Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) in 1990. Help with tuition
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would allow her to continue her college education while working
multiple jobs. When she joined the department, it was not always
easy to be one of the few females in a male-dominated profession.
“When I started in 1990, it was a very different environment,” Lanier
shared. “You couldn’t assign two women to a patrol car, they had to
be paired with a male officer. It’s always been a male-dominated job,
and that’s just how it was back then. In DC, female officers weren’t
allowed to ride along in marked patrol cars until 1972. So, within
my lifetime we’ve seen some remarkable changes that allowed me to
get where I am today.” Over the years, Lanier experienced varying
degrees of inappropriate treatment—including sexual harassment
by a supervisor—even after being promoted to Sergeant. But there
were also many bright spots during her time in the department.
She formed great friendships and had the chance to perform a
wide range of rewarding police work during her tenure with the
MPD. “I came here to be a police officer. From being dispatched to
crimes in progress to helping my fellow DC residents, that’s what I
loved about it and I didn’t want to get pigeon-holed into what they
considered traditional female roles.” After moving up the ranks to
lieutenant and patrol supervisor, in 1999 Lanier became a captain
and, later that year, was promoted to Inspector and selected to
lead the department’s Major Narcotics Branch/Gang Crime Unit.
In August 2000, she was promoted to commander of the Fourth
District of the city. With a renewed focus on homeland security,
Lanier attended CHDS in 2004 (MA0401/0402). “At the time, I
was commander of the Special Operations Division and recently
established the department’s first Homeland Security/CounterTerrorism Branch,” she said. Lanier wrote her thesis on “Preventing
Terror Attacks in the Homeland: A New Mission for State and
Local Police.”
Bolstered by her experience at CHDS, Lanier became the
first female police chief of Washington, DC, in 2007. “I think my
master’s degree from CHDS played a part [in getting the chief
job]. I think education is very important and whenever they are
looking for a high-profile public official, your resume has to matter.
So when there was speculation about who the new DC mayor
was going to nominate for the chief of police, I felt like I had the
qualifications thanks in part to my education—which also includes
a master’s degree in management from Johns Hopkins University.”
She oversaw many changes to the department during her time
on the force, and worked hard to implement innovative practices
while in charge. During that time, she led several high-profile
events in the nation’s capital (including the largest Presidential
inauguration ceremony in 2009). As the chief of police, there is
always tremendous pressure to perform well. But as a female in this
role, there is added pressure, “Once you are given an opportunity
that people didn’t think you could do, it kind of gives you more
motivation to prove you belong and show that they made the right
decision. Knowing that there are eyes on you and there’s a chance
to be an example for other women gives you momentum. That
momentum is a sense of responsibility and it helps you get through
the tough times and challenges. I have to get this right because if I
don’t, I’m letting a lot of other women down.”
As the NFL’s Chief Security Officer, Lanier needs to synthesize
information from many different sources to pull off an event as
popular and complex as the Super Bowl. Having come up through
the ranks of the MPD and attended CHDS, Lanier has performed
a wide range of security functions and that gives her a more
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holistic view of what it takes to collaborate on security operations.
“Coming from DC, there are roughly 36 federal law enforcement
agencies in the region, so I was already used to that multi-federal
IC [intelligence community] component but when I got to CHDS,
it somewhat changed that way of thinking,” Lanier reflected. “When
you’re in a small cohort with classmates from the FBI, and the
Coast Guard, and FDNY, you’re very close and it really promotes
sharing information about different types of policies or procedures.
We’re not just in class debating issues—we’re spending time together
learning about what other agencies are doing to combat similar
problems, and ultimately collaborate on common solutions…that
could impact national security together. It changes the dynamic and
level of respect you have for each other and our collective mission.”
The NFL 360 show follows Chief Lanier as she is planning security
operations for Super Bowl LIV at Hard Rock Stadium in Miami, FL.
The depth of collaboration required across regional agencies is evident
from the start—as she quickly runs down the list of various partners
contributing to the security planning efforts during the previous 18
months, “the Department of Homeland Security Secretary’s Office,
US Secret Service, FBI, DHS Homeland Security Investigations,
Miami Police Department, Customs and Border Protection, Coast
Guard, Miami Fire Chief, Florida Highway Patrol...” one can’t help
but notice the striking similarity between the list of NFL Super
Bowl partners and Lanier’s CHDS master’s cohort—which included
participants from the National Guard, Washington Metropolitan
Transit Authority, FBI, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Douglas
County Sheriff ’s Department, FEMA, USCG, and Nevada Highway
Patrol to name a few.
Speaking of her former CHDS classmates, one of them recently
joined Chief Lanier at the NFL. GB Jones recently moved from the
FBI to become the NFL’s Director of International Security Services.
“When I heard about the potential opportunity to work with Chief
Lanier, I jumped at the chance. We were classmates together in
cohort 0401/0402, and at the time we were both doing a lot of work
with special event management and special event security. I always
found her to be very operationally focused, and she had a knack for
translating good ideas into better operations.”
Lanier noted how GB’s diverse background will benefit the
NFL’s security operations, “GB is a good fit for us not only because
of the international aspect, but also for his knowledge about the
counter-Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) mission. GB has a
background in emerging technology—he has a pilot’s license and is
a drone operator, so he understands how those technologies could
be leveraged against us.” She described a situation in 2017, when
a drone flew over Levi’s Stadium in Santa Clara, CA and dropped
leaflets into the seating area, and later attempted to do the same
over a game at Oakland Coliseum. However, after coordinating
with local authorities, the police were waiting for him. In this
case, it was just paper but it allowed the NFL to establish measures
to mitigate the chance of it happening again—potentially with
something worse than marketing pamphlets. “As the world has
changed, special events security has gotten more complex,” Jones
added. “Cathy’s assignments have allowed her to stay engaged with
those changes at a huge number of large-scale, important special
events, where she has been out front carving out best practices. My
professional assignments took me away from national-level special
events management for a time, but I continued to stay abreast of
changes to the landscape while doing some impactful things with

crisis management planning, mass casualty incident response,
and aviation security (particularly drone and counter-drone
operations). I’m very pleased to be able to put that experience to
good use helping Cathy move forward on some specific initiatives
she wants to accomplish on behalf of the NFL.”
While the NFL 360 show documents Lanier’s preparation for
Super Bowl LIV, she’s already making plans for the next Super
Bowl in 2021. “I’ve already been to Tampa a handful of times in
preparation for Super Bowl security planning. My job is to stay two
steps ahead of our adversaries.” As she says in the show, “Life is just
a series of challenges and challenges are exciting.” n
Read the Story: www.chds.us/c/item/13955

RETHINKING DRUG POLICY TO KEEP
BREAKING BAD FROM BREAKING WORSE

Jessica (Bress) Tripoli
Deputy Director of the Metropolitan DC Police Academy
MA1601/16022
Q: Who would expect the Deputy Director
of the Metropolitan DC Police Academy to
advocate decriminalizing drug use and have
her thesis cited repeatedly in an international
study on future crime prevention?
A: Only the same CHDS instructors who
recognized the 2017 work of Jessica Bress
(now Jessica Tripoli) with the Outstanding
Thesis Award.
Everything was unconventional about this thesis, “New High: A
Future-Oriented Study of American Drug Policy.” Nevertheless, it
gained purchase in the Journal of Frontiers in Bioengineering and
Biotechnology in an October 2020 article edited by an authority at
the Centers for Disease Control and reviewed by staff of the US
Department of Health and Human Services.
Discoveries
Jess, an NPS-CHDS master’s graduate, came upon her thesis
topic on the heels of a master’s degree in public health from
George Washington University, which left her conversant
with quantitative and qualitative research design. Intrigued by
Professor Nieto-Gómez’s research on embodied intelligence
augmentation, she began to look at how present trends can
influence the future, which brought her to her research theme.
He festooned Jess with a dozen books and articles to inform her
understanding of how to imagine probable futures grounded in
sound analysis without steering her research in a foreordained
direction. She read them all and found her thesis advisor.
As her explorations confirmed, the undisputed assessment of
current national drug policy was that it has consistently fallen
short. Consequently, she had to examine contributing factors:
• Policymakers lacking the in-depth, technical understanding
of what they must regulate, as exemplified by some politicians
who struggle to understand Silicon Valley technology platforms
during Congressional testimony.

• A critical lag between innovation in synthesis of new or even
made-to-order drugs and the legislative processes aimed at
barring their manufacture. Hence, a new pattern of powerful
substances enters general circulation only to be criminalized
much later and to then resurface in a technically altered but still
legal form, after which this cycle repeats.
• Insufficient study of alternative models, such as the decriminalization
approach pioneered in Portugal at the turn of this century and now
showing positive metrics in the decline of addiction, drug-related
spread of infectious disease, and drug-related crime.
Off-base Assumptions
One of the impediments to the decriminalization approach, Jess
found, is a knee-jerk tendency of observers to make the issue an
either-or debate. In her research, successful diversion programs that
channel addicts out of prisons and into treatment must be lifelong.
If anything, these equivalents of the fictional Breaking Bad antihero
turned drug manufacturer face more focused attention from the
criminal justice system—a system that is concentrating resources
against drug dealers that would otherwise be diluted by attending to
incarcerating low-level drug users better handled in a public health
system. Consequently, the right kind of program offers little to
incentivize drug kingpins to go from breaking bad to breaking worse.
Another epiphany was that drug production and distribution
may attract brilliant, sophisticated criminals adept at using complex
technology and epitomizing the innovative impulse animating all
entrepreneurs. As it happens, drug dealers turned out to be earlier
adopters of pagers than their law enforcement counterparts. A
similar early adopter tendency became evident in their embrace
of Square technology to process contraband payments with a
smartphone instead of cash.
Innovation only intensifies in the arena of nootropics and a
recent tendency of technology workers to customize performance
enhancement through micro-dosing. When a technology titan in
Silicon Valley buys a synthesized psychotropic barely recognized let
alone listed as a controlled substance, drug policy is in no position
to keep pace. If the same individual adds billions in shareholder
value, attributing enhanced creativity to micro-dosing this
substance, criminal consequences are unlikely. The same applies
to tailored doses optimized for athletic performance that deliver
prodigies and profits yet remain difficult to trace. Meanwhile,
today’s 3D printing technology already shows signs of being
harnessed for personal drug production in the eminent future.
The CHDS Difference
Jess found her CHDS master’s more demanding yet more
satisfying than her other master’s program. A Fire/EMS
counterpart, Rafael Sa’adah, introduced her to the program. She
now remains in touch with instructors and cohort members, and
finds the alumni network second to none.
As Jess observes, “the future is not a linear extrapolation of the
present. Black Swan events can change our reality.” Applying this
discovery to her thesis and having her ideas percolate to the Londonbased Dawes Center for Future Crime bear testimony to the value of
Jess’s thesis beyond an academic requirement for graduation.
Read the Story: www.chds.us/c/item/17659
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RETHINKING FIRE DANGER: WHERE
THE BACKWOODS MEETS THE BACKYARD

Erik Litzenberg
Fire Chief, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
MA1805/1806, ELP1201
Victor Hugo once observed that great
blunders, like large ropes, are composed of
a multitude of fibers. For Erik Litzenberg
however, this observation applies equally to
the kinds of challenges that exemplify a
perfect storm this fire chief sees recurring
with devastating consequences. In
particular, he noticed how fires at the point
where urban sprawl meets fire-prone
wildland expanse appear to be getting worse instead of better.
This trend inspired his exploration into the fire danger that
has only recently commanded the kind of public scrutiny that
arises when resulting catastrophe becomes intensely personal.
Such has been the case with wildland fires of the kind that laid to
waste the town of Paradise, California in 2018, hence Erik’s thesis
on what has come to epitomize the wildland-urban interface, or
WUI. The thesis itself casts the trained lens of Litzenberg, Fire
Chief, Santa Fe County, on the unique fire danger arising where
home buyers succumb to the allure of nature by building closer
and closer to fire-prone, natural habitats in their zeal to elude
urban life’s concrete and congestion. Litzenberg is an alumnus of
the Center for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS) Master’s
Degree Program (cohort 1805/1806) and Executive Leaders
Program (cohort ELP1201).
Published in March 2020, “America Wildland-Urban Interface
Burning: A Modern Application of a Historic Success,” Erik’s master’s
thesis examines the problem through an analytical framework that
senior soldiers use to analyze complex environments. Along the way,
he draws out lessons from as far as Australia in the search for getting
the upper hand on the WUI fire challenge.
SDLE: Stay and Defend, or Leave Early
An approach that runs counter to conventional wisdom, the
Australian strategy of SDLE has found a place in the firefighting
tool kit—if used in the right circumstances and after the
homeowner has undertaken the right kinds of preparation. Erik’s
Australian counterparts reporting on the utility of this approach
found that home dwellers in remote areas are often reluctant to
evacuate, especially if they must cross wide expanses of the bush
where their escape route may well take them through paths that
are already aflame. Consequently, over the course of hard-earned
experience, Australians learned that there are indeed times when
staying and defending the premises in a wildland environment
becomes the better option.
In order for this kind of defense to avail, however, it is necessary
for the resident defenders to have done advance homework. This
means fuel reduction, which includes at least clearing the area
surrounding the home of combustible material.
As for leaving early, because of the likelihood that a WUI
situation may often compel the homeowner to choose between
staying in place or facing certain roasting through a rapidly
approaching wildfire, evacuation must take place much sooner.
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By the time traditional evacuation orders come out, it is often too
late for evacuation to be the first choice. Consequently, alert systems
and homeowner awareness of the risk require greater sensitization
and early warning for evacuation to be a realistic option.
Universal Lessons
If there is one indelible lesson that Chief Litzenberg’s research
highlighted repeatedly, it is that the response to this particular
fire danger must be a community-wide solution. Everybody has
to do his or her part. This includes homeowners, responders, and
officials responsible for landscape management.
Another realization was the outdated conception of there being
a fire season. When it comes to where backwoods and backyards
meet, it is better to think in terms of a fire year. There is no longer
such a thing as a fire season.
An Enduring Caution
To the question of whether lessons gleaned from this study can
automatically apply beyond the WUI fire challenge to other kinds of
emergencies, the chief advises caution. While he makes no claim to
having the same experience with hurricanes, tsunamis, tornadoes,
or other calamities that he has with fires, he suspects that it would
be rash to advocate the Australian SDLE approach to just any
situation. The reason is that many other types of an emergency fall
short of lending themselves to the kind of preparation necessary for
making an SDLE strategy viable.
One possible area to explore more carefully for such an SDLE
application could, in theory, be a situation involving an active
shooter where the danger of evacuating into the line of fire roughly
parallels that of leaving a remote home in the bush only to find one’s
exit route unsurvivable. However, such an application would require
careful study before earning the chief ’s support.
Overall, in summing up his work and his experience with the
CHDS Master’s program, Chief Erik Litzenberg highlighted his
appreciation of how everyone has a part to play. This applies especially
to his ultimate goal of creating fire-adapted communities, yet extends
to improving community resilience against all dangers, whether
natural hazards or induced catastrophes. n
Read the Story: www.chds.us/c/item/17419
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“I applied to CHDS because I wholeheartedly wanted to learn about homeland
security from a prestigious academic university that promoted independent thinking
and problem-solving methods. I wanted to understand how the homeland security
enterprise impacted my role as an FBI supervisory intel analyst and ways I can better
assess vulnerabilities in protecting the US. I also wanted to write a thesis to strengthen
my research, analysis, and writing skills and examine a problem that was currently
on my plate. The caliber of the professors and classmates and the discussions about
homeland security and problem-solving went above my expectations. The resources
and facilities were outstanding and I am forever grateful for the experience.”
– LAURA JAMISON,
Supervisory Intelligence Analyst - FBI
MA1701/1702
“I applied for the Executive Leaders Program at the urging of my supervisor who had
recently taken the course. He was highly complementary of the experience, the value of
the broad array of topics, the quality of speakers, and the expansion of his professional
network. The professional connections I made and the exposure to dozens of other
homeland topics was invaluable. My participation in this program was one of the most
rewarding experiences of my 24-year Intelligence Community career. It is a high-quality,
professionally run course that I would recommend without hesitation.”
– RONALD HESS,
National Counterterrorism Center Liaison to the National Vetting Center Office of the Director of National Intelligence
ELP1901
“The Executive Leaders Program is undoubtedly one of the nation’s most valuable
educational experiences for homeland security professionals. It provided me with a
wealth of information to bring back to my department and an incredible network of
alumni I’ll connect with throughout my career.”
– TAYLOR BLUNT,
Public Information Officer - Arlington County (VA) Fire Department
ELP1901
“The Emergence program was a rewarding development experience that made a lasting
impact on how I approach my role. I entertained multiple programs before setting my
sites on Emergence and its unique focus on both leadership development and critical
thinking skills tailored to meet the needs of Homeland Security professionals. The
program delivered on all accounts and with the added benefit of robust dialogue with my
cohort about how we, as diverse emerging leaders, can champion new ideas to advance
our industry in strategic and sustainable ways. I left the program feeling energized to
bring new initiatives back to my organization and promote the same infectious culture of
collaboration and innovation that was fostered in each session at NPS.”
– ERIKA HARLEY,
Manager, Strategic Communications for Global Security The Walt Disney Company
EMERGENCE 1902

View current and past issues of Watermark,
The Center for Homeland Defense and Security magazine.

“The ELP was a life-changing experience for me. It goes beyond expanding a network with
thirty-plus professionals. The topics covered – from the law to counterterrorism, psychology,
and problem solving – leave me eager to get back to work and put this knowledge to work.
ELP is not only making me a better manager, it’s making my workplace better too!”
– LAWTON DODD,
News Director - KVAL / KMTR-TV
ELP1901

“The City of Miami prides itself on its status as a major global special events destination.
Every year, millions of people come to Miami to enjoy our numerous sporting events,
concerts, and festivals. It is one of my most sober responsibilities as Mayor to ensure
that our residents and guests are able to forge lifelong memories at these events as
safely as possible. I am thankful to The Center for Homeland Defense and Security
for putting together a terrific seminar that allowed executives from both private and
public organizations to collaborate on critical security issues. The skillfully moderated
conversations were both timely and relevant to Miami’s unique concerns. I left the
seminar with renewed confidence that our city remains vigilant and is continuing to
push its emergency preparations in the right direction.”
– TOMAS REGALADO,
Mayor - City of Miami
EEP PARTICIPANT
“The Master’s Degree program at the Center for Homeland Defense and Security was both
the most challenging and rewarding experience in my professional life. The opportunity to
study and learn from CHDS’s internationally recognized staff has provided me numerous
tools to increase the security and efficiency of my community. Studying and learning with
homeland security professionals from across the nation and spanning all of the components
of the homeland security enterprise has provided me with an extensive professional
network with whom I can reach out to in order to respond to new challenges facing my
jurisdiction. The academic programs at CHDS have changed my thinking with their emphasis
on making decisions based on evidence and the quality of that evidence. The resources that
CHDS provides to their students ensures that they become better speakers, writers, and
thinkers. I strongly encourage any homeland security professional looking at a master’s
degree to apply to the Center for Homeland Defense and Security at NPS.”
– JASON LYON,
Battalion Chief, Billings Fire Department
MA1801/1802
As a local police executive, I recognized the importance of enhancing my ability to
address the emerging unconventional threats to our communities in Miami. I applied
to CHDS because of its reputation as the nation’s premier educator in the field of
homeland security. The rigorous academic program has allowed me to enhance
my critical thinking and problem-solving skills while creating a solid network of
homeland security practitioners, available to assist by offering a unique perspective
on the challenges impacting our nation.
The program is designed to bring together members from numerous governmental
entities with expertise in various disciplines that allowed me the opportunity to view
challenges to other professions and jurisdictions. The course material is designed to push
you out of your comfort zone and expose you to scenarios that necessitate progressive
thinking. If you are looking for an opportunity to attain a degree in higher education
with the prospect to conduct research on a problem impacting your jurisdiction with the
assistance of a world-class faculty, then this is the program for you.
CHDS offers a cost-free way to enhance the organization’s ability to develop the skills
of their personnel to aid in their mission, regardless of their position or responsibility
in the agency. The knowledge attained in the master’s program will enhance the
aptitude of their team to effectively address the challenges they will face as part of
the homeland security enterprise.”
– M ANUEL MORALES
Assistant Chief of Field Operations
MA1505/1506
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WHAT ALUMNI SAY...
“This program has broadened my ability to evolve as a leader. Listening to both
speakers and classmates voice their positions, I find myself being able to analyze
and make comprehensive decisions quickly and efficiently. Additionally, I have
allowed myself to delegate tasks to subordinates that I would not have in the past.
The ability to do this reinforces my commitment to trusting them, their ideas,
and their ability to lead. Setting the vision and having others fill in the ‘how’ has
moved my command to the next level.”
– GENE MCCARTHY
Deputy Inspector, New York Police Department Counterterrorism Bureau
ELP1802
“The CHDS-NPS Executive Leaders Program is tremendously valuable and unique
in the realm of homeland security. The instructors are truly experts in their fields,
and they have tailored the program to the varied needs of public servants working
across the country. From speaking to FDNY members who graduated from this course
before me, I knew going in it was going to be an extremely rewarding experience;
and it surpassed my high expectations. I feel fortunate and honored to have had this
educational experience and the opportunity to connect with leaders in government
agencies at city, state, and federal levels. The course made an impact on me and I
know it will greatly benefit the Department and our life-saving mission.”
– LAURA KAVANAGH
First Deputy Commissioner, Fire Department of the City of New York
ELP1802
“The Emergency Management Executive Education Seminar held yesterday at the Gus
George Academy was attended by a diverse group of county, municipal, school and
private sector leaders; and ably facilitated by the advisory team from the Center for
Homeland Defense and Security at the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey,
California. Participants showed a willingness to discuss areas of emergency response
that worked well, as well as those areas that need improvement. Their frank and
candid discussions of a variety of risks confronting Fort Bend County added significant
value to the seminar for all who attended.”
– BOB HEBERT
Fort Bend County Judge
EEP PARTICIPANT
“Thank you all for sharing your insights and expertise with King County leadership
last week. Executive Constantine and his cabinet were extremely impressed with
the professionalism and high level of engagement your team fostered during the
half-day seminar. We are already at work reviewing emergency plans and policies
with the insights you helped inspire: de-conflicting intra- and inter-governmental
protocols and making other moves to be better prepared for the next major
incident in our region. Your encouraging words and open-ended thinking about our
collaborative efforts among both public and private sector leaders – particularly in
the areas of public health, hazard mitigation, and long-term recovery – were very
much appreciated. As we look toward the future, please let us know if your program
would like any information or assistance that can help make your seminars, or other
products, even more beneficial for those you seek to serve.”
– C AROLINE WHALE
County Administrative Officer King County Department
of Executive Services
EEP PARTICIPANT
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“It was our great pleasure to have Stan and his team here to lead the facilitated
discussions of policy issues, strategic communication, and agency roles and
responsibilities for key state agency leaders within Arizona’s emergency
management partnership. This seminar was quite timely in that we have a
newly elected governor, which means new leadership/administrative staff in
the governor’s office as well as agency heads. Several participants, including the
Governor and his staff, continue to express their regard for your expertise and
appreciation for the discussion. The state’s emergency management program is
stronger for having the Center for Homeland Defense and Security develop the
exercise and work with state leadership. The time and effort you and your team
put into making this such a positive and beneficial event were noted and greatly
appreciated. I truly believe the conversations started last month will help ensure the
success and sustainability of our program in the years ahead.”
–W
 ENDY SMITH-REEVE
Director, Arizona Division of Emergency Management
EEP PARTICIPANT
“When asked, ‘What did the CHDS Master’s program do for you?’ ”, I often struggle to
provide a response that is brief, yet captures the essence of the program’s profound
effect on me. Two things stand out as needing to be mentioned. First, the value of
diversity in the disciplines represented within the cohorts. Every assignment discussed
by our cohort provided invaluable insight from leaders of disciplines other than my own.
This was critical in helping me analyze issues through perspectives that were not biased
by organizational group-think or by past precedence tendencies in my discipline.
Second, the benefits of participating in the cohort model will endure the rest of my
career and beyond. The value of the cohort model is often understated in program
testimonials. Once trust is established within the cohort, which happens quickly,
the learning boundaries have no limits. A bond is formed within the cohort and
subsequently extends even further to the legion of graduates before us. The CHDS
program is the best environment for putting homeland security policies and emerging
issues to the test and developing methods for improvement.
Perhaps the philosopher John Stuart Mill said it best… with my additions in parentheses,
“The only way in which a human being can make some approach to knowing the whole of
a subject (homeland security) is by hearing what can be said about it by persons of every
variety of opinion (cohort model), and studying all modes in which it can be looked at by
every character of mind. No wise man ever acquired his wisdom in any mode but this; nor
is it in the nature of human intellect to become wise in any other manner.”
— DOUG BERGLUND
Director of Emergency Management, Washington County Sheriff’s Office
MA1603/1604
“Emergence doesn’t just get you thinking about a change initiative to solve a
problem, it provides the basic skills of organizational change, an understanding of
organizational structures, tools for pitching projects to leadership, managing those
projects, and maybe most importantly, skills for dealing with the unknown challenges
with implementation. Without a doubt, the welcoming environment and openness
of faculty and participants is something very unique to Emergence…although I may
have been concerned with my limited experience in the field before attending, the
overall experience was extremely collaborative and conducive with learning.”
– LAURA MELLEM
Public Engagement Manager - New Orleans Office of Homeland Security
and Emergency Preparedness
EMERGENCE 1901

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
Don’t forget you have access to these valuable research and information resources:

HOMELAND SECURITY
DIGITAL LIBRARY

SELF-STUDY
COURSES

HOMELAND SECURITY
AFFAIRS JOURNAL

www.hsdl.org

www.chds.us/selfstudy

www.hsaj.org

The Homeland Security Digital Library
(HSDL) is the nation’s premier collection of
documents related to homeland security policy,
strategy, and organizational management.
Visit this online resource at www.hsdl.org.

Non-credit, online self-study courses,
derived from the NPS-CHDS Master’s degree
curriculum, are available to homeland defense
and security professionals who wish to enhance
their understanding of key homeland security
concepts and who require the flexibility
of self-paced instruction. Find self-study
courses on the CHDS website home page at
www.chds.us/selfstudy.

Homeland Security Affairs is the peer-reviewed
online journal of CHDS, providing a forum
to propose and debate strategies, policies, and
organizational arrangements to strengthen
U.S. homeland security. CHDS instructors,
participants, alumni, and partners represent
the leading subject matter experts and
practitioners in the field of homeland security.
Read the Journal at www.hsaj.org.

HSDL

LEARNING MATERIALS FROM
THE NPS CENTER FOR HOMELAND
DEFENSE AND SECURITY

STAY CONNECTED WITH CHDS

CHDS/ED

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

www.chds.us/ed
CHDS and its University and Agency
Partnership Program (UAPP) provide free
access to specialized curriculum, learning
materials, self-study courses, Homeland
Security Digital Library holdings, and
other educational resources. Open to
public and private sector partners, the
goal is to make available courses, content
and original research to help agencies and
practitioners solve problems and carry
out their missions and for academics to
further homeland security education.
The educational materials on chds.us/ed
also include multimedia elements such
as interviews, podcasts, media-enhanced
lectures, and Viewpoints interviews with
subject matter experts.

www.chds.us

?

npsCHDS

QUESTIONS
COMMENTS
SUGGESTIONS

HEATHER ISSVORAN
Director, Strategic Communications
Center for Homeland Defense and Security
hissvora@nps.edu
831.402.4672 (c)

npsCHDS

npsCHDS

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
support@chds.us
831.272.2437 (PST)
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